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Background to the Present Studies

For the past several years, the Maryland State Department. of

Education's Vocational-Technical Division has been developing, with

the help of the Educational Testing Service, a program evaluation

questionnaire. The questionnaire is completed by local personnel,

students, and members of a visiting team. The items on the question-

naire inquire about teacher certification and experience, instructional

objectives, performance standards, community relations, counseling

services, and other program characteristics. A copy of this question-

naire can be found in Appendix A.

Because the questionnaire was designed to comprehensively cover

all important program characteristics, it is quite lengthy. It is

12 pages long and contains over 300 individual items. A prior study

by the present principal investigator (Johnson, 1980) was conducted to

help reduce the number of program characteristics down to a central,

essential set of categories. This was accomplished by mailing a letter

to 50 State Directors of Vocational Education and to vocational educa-

tion administrators in the District of Columbia and five U.S. ter-

ritories, asking them for a list of what they considered to be essential

indicators of program quality.

Examination of the returns showed 12 common themes or categories of

program quality. Briefly, these were: (1) active advisory council and

craft committees; (2) effective administration of program policies;

(3) written plan for public relations; (4) certified, qualified staff;

(5) adequate facilities and equipment; (6) recruitment program with

equal access; (7) guidance and counseling services; (8) realistic,

competenc:-based curriLula; (9) cooperative education and supervi,,td
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: work experience; (10) student organizations; (11) placement and follow-up

services; and 12) program evaluation.

The first study in this final report describes how the quality indi-

cator res,.!arch project was used to organize and analyze data already

collected with the ETS program evaluation questionnaire. Questionnaire

data were available for over 11,000 students and over 600 teachers from

Maryland vocational programs at the secondary level.' The second study

compares tcur alternative delive:y systems ,_or vocational education- -

apprenticeship, CETA, cooperative education, and industrial training--and

examines the relevance of the 12 dimensions of program quality for these

systems.

1

Thanks go to Leo Lezzer for providing this archival data.
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Study II: A Comparison of Four Alternative Delivery Systems for Vocational

Education: Apprenticeship, CETA, Cooperative Education, and Industrial Training

Introduction

The purpose of the study described in this section of the report is

to compare four alternatives to traditional vocationaltechnical high schools

for delivering vocational education. These delivery systems include appren

ticeship programs, CETA programs, cooperative education, and industrial

training.

The following section of this part of the report describes the unique

philosophies, methods, and general features of each delivery system. These

program descriptions provide information that can be compared to the 12

categories 6fquality indicators for vocational education, described in an

earlier report (Johnson, 1980) and in the report immediately preceding this

one. Possible links between the quality indicator study and the present

study are discussed in the implications section of this report. The actual

relevance and importance of the 12 quality indicators for these alternative

delivery systems was to be investigated through a survey of administrators

and program directors. Time and fiscal constraints required that that issue

be addressed by future research. The present study limits itself to a com

parative description of the delivery systems and to an empirical investi

gation described below.

After the program characteristics of each delivery system are described,

the report then describes a study to assess the impact of the four delivery

systems on the satisfaction of the program graduates and on employer ratings

of graduates' job performance. The moderating effects of demographic vari

ables (age, sex, race, socioeconomic status, etc.) and personality variables

(interests, voca,tional maturity, etc.) were also examined. Representative

samples from each delivery system were identified, and program graduates and
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employers surveyed. The implications of the results of the study for

policy and future research are discussed.

Program Descriptions

The program descriptioas below were provided largely by Maryland

State Department of Education program coordinators ani_; other directors

and administrators.
3 Most of the following materials is taken verbatim

from descriptions provided by these individuals. In cases where the

material comes from a published source, the reference is noted. Otherwise,

the information was provided--eitner orally or in writing--by one of the

individuals cited in the footnote below.

A. Apprenticeship

Apprenticeship is a process through which individuals

learn to be skilled craft workers. Apprenticeship is paid

employment which combines on-the-job training supervised by

skilled journey workers with theory taught throug job-related

courses, such as drafting, blue-print reading, mathematics,

and science. This instruction is usually given at vocational

and trade schools, junior and community colleges, industrial

training facilities, or through correspondence courses.

The apprenticeship program is designed to teach the ap-

prentice all the aspects of the trade, ensuring highly skilled

workers for emplo3ers and unions, and increasing the individual's

employability by providing a broad range of training. Those

who have learned their trade through apprenticeship, being

knowledgable and expert in the total range of tasks which make

up the job, have greater job retention and are more likely to

advance to supervisory and management ncAtions.

The length of a full apprenticeship program varies from

1 to 5 years, depending on the trade or occupatiun, with the

majority of programs lasting from 3 to 4 years. Apprenticeship

wages usually start at 50 percent of the journey worker wage,

with increases about every six months if progress is satis-

factory. An apprentice near the end of the training period is

performing the work of a journey worker and is receiving abou':

95 percent of the journey worker wage.

3Thanks go to Dick Kiley, Joe Olenski, Lou Nemerofsky, Gordon Byrd,

Nathan Breed, Dave Webster, Georgia Duffee, and Nancy Pinson for

providing or directing the principal investigator to this material.
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Apprenticeship programs are operated by employers working

with urions when the workers are organized, or by employers

alone when there is no union. Training of apprentices is al-

ways a'joint effort requiring close cooperation of skilled

journey workers who do the actual on-the-job training and

management which is responsible for the efficient operation

of the program.

There hre four type of programs in operation. Indi-

vidual nonjoint programs in small shops without a union con-

stitute the majority of all registered apprenticeship pro-

grams. An individual joint program is an individual employ-

er with a union such as may occur in a manufacturing or other

firm. Group joint involves two or more employers with a

union, is in the construction and general contracting trades,

and a group nonjoint program is a group of employers without

a union, such as the Dental Technicians Association or the

Auto Dealers Association among others have.

In the service, manufacturing, transportation, and print-

ing industries, there may be one or more management-union /

employee,committeesoperating in each company or plallt. The

(commitree(s) operates the apprenticeship program, determines

the number of apprentices, recruits applicants, administers

tests, and accepts apprentices into the program.

In the construction industry, each trade has its own

separate joint apprenticeship committee (JAC) which consists

of representatives from the union and employers who hire

workers in that trade. The joint apprenticeship committee

interviews, tests, and accepts applicants for apprenticeship

openings in the trade. Accepted applicants are placed on the

JAC's waiting, or hiring list in the order of their merit

based on their qualifications and test scores, and employers

select new apprentices from the list. The JAC's also supervise

and evaluate apprentices' work experience, and certify them

as journey workers when the training is successfully

completed.

Apprenticeship involves the cooperation of employers,

unions, vocational education and other schools and govern-

ment. The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT) is

an agency of the Employment and Training Administration,

U.S. Department of Labor. With 10 regional offices and field

representatives in every state, BAT carries out the provisions

of the National Apprenticeship Act which was passed in 1937

Lo promote the furtherance of labor standards of apprentice-

ship. State Apprenticeship Agencies recognized by the U.S.

Department of Labor have been established in 29 states, the

District of Columbia, the Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico.

Each of these State agencies obtains policy guidance from

apprenticeship councils composed of employer, labor, and

public representatives. Their work is carried on as an



integral part of the national apprenticeship system in cooperation

with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.

Appenticeship programs which meet the standards of the De-

partment of Labor may be registered with the recognized State

Apprenticeship Agency or the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship

and Training. These apprenticeship standards specified irI 29

CFR 29 include itcms such as the ratio of apprentices to journey

workers, the length of the apprenticeship training, the outline

of the work process in which the apprentice will be trained, the

wage,Scale progression, the credit which the apprentice 'receives

for participating in the program, and equality of access to and

opportunity in the appre:'iceship program for all groups, .tn-

cluding minorities and women. In addition to registering ap-

prenticeshipplograms, BAT or a recognized State Apprenticeship

Agency encourages private enterprise to establish systematic

training in skiped occupations, and provide advisory services

in developing, installing, and administering apprenticeship and

allied training programs..

In summary, BAT works primarily in the private sector to

develop employment opportunities and training far indivdualo.

The skills developed and techniques used in promoting apprentice-

ship will be useful to CETA prime sponsers in developing other

types of training in private business.

All of the above material was taken directly from the

Apprenticeship. and CETA Technical Assistance Guide. U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor, 1979. The following section describes apprentice-

ship programs in Maryland. This material is from DVTE's - "Ap-

prenticeship Related Instructional Program."

Maryland has long recognized planned apprenticeship progra.ns

as one of the most important methods of producing and maintaining

a competent and stable labor force particulatly in the skilled

trades and crafts.

Such programs, sponsered by employers, employer associations,

or joint labor-management committees, consist of both on-the-job

training and related or classroom and lab3ratory experiences.

The Maryland Apprenticeship and Training Council is responsible

for establishing standards and/or approving and registering pro-

grams that meet such standards.

One of the basic standards of the national apprenticeship

program requires the provision for organized related and

-supplemental instruction necessary to provide apprentices with

.knowledge in technical subjects related to the trade. Under
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#09.12.22 Rules, Regulations, and Standards Relating to Maryland
Apprenticeship z--.nd Training Law, a "minimum of 144 hours for each
year of apprenticeship or the number of hours necessary to cover
related courses required by the program sponsor is recommended."
Program sponsors, under the above Rules and Regulations, are en-
couraged "to use existing local public vocational school facil-
ities in formulating and establishing courses of related instruction."

The Division of Vocational-Technical Education administers,
through local school systens and the community colleges, tne re-
lated technical instruction programs.

The State shares in the cost of training by providing a por-
tion of the instructional salaries, which most frequently are
supplemented by the program sponsors. The Sttte's proportion of
the total direct instructions? costs continues to dwindle due
to the increasing costs resulting from inflation in salaries and

-difficulty in recruiting technically qualified instructors. Other
costs, such as textbooks, supplies, administration, and on -the-
job placement and supervision are borne.by the program sponsors,
and these costs usually far exceed the direct instructional costs.
Additional costs include the provision of related technical in-
struction for apprentices in less than ,class size groups and those
who are to "isolated" ta attend a class.

B. CETA.

A purpose of CETA is to provide training and employment op-
portunities to unemployed or underemployed persons who are econ-
omically disadvataged and to increase the earned income of these
individuals and enhance their self-sufficiency. To do this,

prime sponsors are to coordinate their CETA programs with related
economic ans., community development activities and self-employment
training programs.

The reenactment of CETA in October 1978, amended the original
legislation to provide a balanced economic tool to counter both
structural and cyclical unemployment, but clearly the program is
aimed at raining and employing those persons who are jobless for
lack of marketable skills.

Unlike cyclical unemployment, which usually tends to be tempor-
ary and short term, structural unemployment is far more persistent,
long term, and harder to correct. Accordingly, a principal focus
of the new CETA is to actively involve business and industry in
developing and implementing programs designed to provide training
and jobs for hard to employ persons. The emphasis in CETA has
shifted from federally-subsidiied public service employment to
unsubsidized jobs in the private sector.

Following is a brief description of each Title contained in
the reauthorization legislation. s

4.0
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Title I provides the a.ministrative and general provisions

which apply to all sections of the law.

'title II of CETA provides for comprehensive employment

services to enable Qualified low income persons to secure jobs

at their maximum capacity. Prime sponsers are given substantial

flexibility in planning and may include such activities as lut-

reach, counseling, orientation, on-the-job training, work ex-

periences, classroom training and r.yportive servies in their

program designs. Part D of Tit II provides transitional pub-

lic service jabs and related gaining to the economf..cally dis-

advantaged. All of these activities may be coordinated with

apprenticeship programs.

Title III provides for special Federal responsibilities

toward identified targeted groups to be met, and identifies re-

search and evaluation objectives.

Title IV provides for programs directed toward youth which

can also be examined closely to determine where ties with ap-

prenticeship programs may be effectuated. The program models

presented later in Chapter III may proviae you with some insights

for planning local arrangements. This Title also continues the

Job Corps.

Title V ithorizes the National Commission for Employment

Policy which advises the President and Congress on national

employment and training issues.

Title VI prowl.des cyclical public service employment and

related training to unemployed and low income individuals.

Title VII is a major initiative of the law the establish-

ment of the Private Sector Initiative Program (PSIP), which is

intended to create a partnership between prime sponsers and

private business organizations. CETA sponsers will appoint a

Private Industry Council (rIc) to assist in meeting the goals

established for the private sector program.

Title VIII provides for the creation of the Young Adult

Conservation Corps which offers employment to youth in conser-

vation work on public lands.

The above material was taken directly from the Apprenticeship

and CETA Technical Assistance Guide, U. S. Department of Labor, 1979.

The folloWing section describes the use of CETA funds in Maryland.

In Public Law 95-524, Congress made provision for sup-

plemental vocational education assistance in Section 204 of

Title II. With funds granted to the Governor by the Labor

Department, the Vocational-Technical D4vision, Maryland State

-la
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Department of Education, makes arrangements to provide needed
vocational education and services in areas served by Prime

Sponsers.

The vocational education services are provided to the
Balance of State and the other four Prime Sponsers as delineated
in an agreement between the Maryland State Department of
Education and the Chairman of the State Manpower Services

Council.

A nonfinancial agreement is negotiated between the Vo-
cational-Technical Division, Maryland State Department of

Education and the five Prime Sponsers. The nonfinancial
agreement outlines specific services to be provided to the

Prime Sponser by Vocational-Technical Education. One of the

services that is provided or arranged for by the Vocational-
Technical Division is institutional training. Institutional

training may include occupational skill training, basic ed-
ucation, counseling, related instruction, and work experience.

The type of occupational training to be provided to

Balance of State residents is determined by a functional
Balance of State Planning Council and Council Subcommittees.
The Council membership is chosen to reflect the situations

and needs of the area and they have access to information on
labor market supply and demand. This insures occupational
training that will most likely lead to employment of the par-

ticipants.

Institutional training can take one of two forms, either

class size or individual referral. If labor market demand is

not great enough to justify a full class project, the Prime

Sponser may elect to request Individual Referral training.

class size training, the CETA staff of the Vocational-

1 _al Division, Maryland State Department of Education,
ak,anges for the training to be provided i accord,ance with the

Prima Sponser agreement by cont-cting appropriate approved
training agencies, such as, community colleges; boards of
education, nonpublic schools, hospitals, etc.

The State Vocational Education staff works with the staff
of the training agency to prepare a budget and course of study.
The training agency is reimbursed for the training costs by
the State Department of Education in accordance with the budget

and the approved project. The CETA staff of the Vocational

Division also arranges for institutional training with Prime
Sponser Title I funds when requested to do so by the Prime

Sponser.

The CETA Vocational-Technical Education staff arranges for
individual training when the designated Balance of State
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Employment Service Office notifies the Vocational Division

that they have a CETA client that needs training in a slJeci-

fic occupation. An agreement is made by the Vocational

Division with an approved training agency which can provide

the training needed by the participant to secure employment.

C. Cooperative Education

Cooperative vocational education imolves cooperative

arrangements between the school and emdLyers, enabling stu-

dents to receive vocational instruction In the school and on

the job through part-time employment. This instruction is

planned, organised, and coordinated to assure that each com-

ponent contributes to the student's education and employabil-

ity. Cooperative education is provided in one of three major

formats. The formats are capstone, integrated, and diversified.

Capstone. The on-the-job component of the program is

subsequent to student completion of the in-school, skill

development component. Students are placed at training sites

which have potential to extend and refine the competencies

which were developed in the in-school component.

Integrated. The on-the-job component of the program is

entered after some in-school skill development and the in-

school skill development component is maintained concurrent

with un-the-job experience. Students are placed at training

sites which have potential to complement the in-school com-

ponent.

Diversified. The major portion of skill development is

provided through on-the-job work experience. The in-school

component is concurrent with the on-the-job component and is

related to the occupational placement. The occupational

placements are targeted on employment opportunities for which

an in-school program does not exist.

Staffing Options

1. Teacher-Coordinator. A teacher-coordinator is re-

spoasible for providing in-school vocational instruction and

coordinating on-the-job experience (integrated and diversified

programs).

2. Coordinator. A coordinator is responsible for co-

ordinating on-the-job experience. Another teacher is responsi-

ble for the in-school vocational instruction component of the

program (capstone programs).
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Coordination. Adequate time is provided for coordination

of the on-the-job component. The number of hours of coordination

time per student i' within the following standards:

Coordination
Hours Per Week

Students
Coordinated

5 1-15

10 lb-30

15 31-45

20 46-60

25 61-75

Administration

1. A written training plan has been developed coopera-
tively by the teacher and employer for both the classroom and

on-the-job training. The training plan includes: a) length

of training, b) skills to be learned through on-the-job
training and work experience, and c) skills and knowledge to

be ,aught in the classroom. The completed training plan is

maintained in each cooperative student's folder.

2. Students receie appropriate compensation for work
performed as student learners.

3. The coordinator is required to visit students where
employed (at least four times per year) to observe the student°

at work and to confer with the employer.

4. A written evaluation of each student's on-the-job
tr.,ining is completed by the coordinator and employer for

each grading period.

5. Each student is covered by applicable work permit
and/or student learner permit as required by state and federal

labor laws. The cooperative coordinator makes every effort to
assist the employer in complying with labor laws as they apply

to minors in cooperative programs.

6. Each cooperative vocational education program pro-

vides on-the-job training that:

a. Is related to existing employment opportunities which
offer promotion and advancement.

b. Is related to the student's occupational objective.
c. Does not displace other workers who can perform

such work.

7. Students receive credit for the on-the-job segment,
as well ,3, the in-school segment of cooperative programs.
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Special Provisions for Cooperative Vocational Programs

Receiving a Supplemental Grant under Section 122, P.L. 94-482.

1. Funding priority consideration is given to those coun-

ties (including Baltimore City) experiencing relatively high

dropout rate and high youth unemployment.

2. Provision is made for participation of students from

nonprofit private schools in co-op programs (written evidence

that private school students were given due consideration).

The above information and the information below were both provided

by the Maryland Stalo Department of Education, Division of Vocational-

Technical Education.

D. Industrial Training.

Maryland's Industrial Training Program grew out of a aeed

to stimulate the State's economy. It encourages new indus-

tries to locate here and'existing industries to consider ex-

panding in the State by offering training assistance.

The program includes financial support from the State of

Maryland to companies to establish training for the required

job skills. The goal is to create an internal training function

that will be self-sufficient when the State contract expires,

frequently at the end of one yeLr.

To accomplish this, Maryland provides support to the com-

pany in areas such as job/task analysis, instructor training,

curriculum evaluation and development, program development, im-

plementation and program evaluation. Under the direction of a

State Coordinator for Industrial Training, support is delivered

C rough a network of regional field coordinators, a central

staff experienced in start-up train-Dig and participating loca:

education or private agencies. The entire program is headed

by a coordinating council composed of representatives from

the State Department of Education, Employment Security Admin-

istration, Department of Economic and Community Development

and State Board for Community Colleges.

Since its inception in 1969, 7,220 people in forty -two

companies have been trained under the program. Through ex-

onsions these jobs have resulted in over 20,225 new jobs for

Marylander-b.

The State of Maryland and its counties have ga'ned sub-

stantia., benefits through increased tax revenues and economic

expansion in areas of high unemployment.
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Program Impact

The foregoing material shows that the four alternative delivery

systems differ substantially in their sources of funding, program

goals, populations served, and overall educational philosophy. The present

study assesses the differential impact of the delivery systems on

program participants. The aim of the study was to see if participants

in the different programs differed in terms of satisfaction with their

program and in terms of employees' ratings of the job performance of

program graduates, Also, the effect of demographic and personality

characteristics on satisfaction and performance ratings was examined.

In the interest of integrating this study with the previous study

of quality indicators, the results of the study are discussed in the

context of differences among programs on the kinds of program quality

indicators each stresses. That is, the differences in satisfaction

and performance ratings that are found may be due to the types of

quality indicators each delivery system finds important. Discussion

of the issue is frankly speculative and interpretive, but lays a

groundwork or future research.

Finally, based on the results of the study, recommendations for

each delivery system are

Survq_ Instruments

Two survey instrumerts were created specifically for this study:

a trainee/worker survey form and an employer/supervisor rating form.

These two forms can be found in Appendix B. The worker survey form

was designed to assess two types of information--demographic and

personality characteristics of the worker, and his or her satisfaction

s
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with training receivec from the alternative vocational education

delivery system. The nature of the demographic and personality

variables, the procedures for scoring these variables, Lnd the

rationale behind their use are described in Part A of the Results

section.

The supervisor rating forms provide five dimensions on which

job perforwnce can be assessed. These five dimensions were de-

rived from a Maryland State Department of Education Employer

Follow-Up Questionnaire (see Appendix A). The first dimension,

knowledge of job_ duties, condensed items Al, A2, and A3 from the

older form. The second dimensiol, quickness in learning new job

skills, condenses items BI, B2, and B3 from the older form. The

third dimension, work attitude, attendance, and dependability,

condenses items Cl, C4, and C5 from the older form. The fourth

dimension, ability to jet along with others, condenses items C2

and C3 from the older form. The first two dimensions cover the

worker's intellectual/technical ability; the latter two cover

emotional/interpersonal competence. Workers could be rated on a

scale from 1 (dies not meet job requirements) to 5 (exceeds job

requirements). Finally, a fifth dimension, adapted from part D

of the old form, allowed an overall assessment of training prepared-

ness (1 = poorly prepared; 2 = well prepared; 3 = exceptionally

prepared).

Information gathered from these two survey instruments proviues

a means of assessing the impact of three factors--vocational program

type, demographic background, and personality--on two outcome cat-

egories: trainee satisfaction and employer ratings of job per-

formance. Thus, these instruments allowed a comparison of the

1 (1
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effectiveness of different delivery systems for vocational edu-

cation, where effectiveness is defined as satisfaction and ratings

of job performance. Moreover, the moderating influent of sex,

race, activity preference, and other demographic and personality

variables on the effectiveness of each delivery system can be ex-

amined. Although the situation is not a corolled experiment,

multivariate statistics allow for a comparison of the relativ,,

effects of program type, demographics, and personality on satis-

faction and performance.

Because these two survey instruments are new, their reliability

and validity are as yet untested--though the older employer ratings

form was found to hive excellent reliability. Results of the stud':

should therefore be interpzeted with caution.

Population SamEn

With the help of several program administrators
3

, representative

sample programs were identified. Immediate program directors/co-

ordinators were contacced end initially 10 programs agreed to parti-

cipate in the survey: 3 Apprenticeship programs, 2 CETA programs,

2 Cooperative Education programs, and 3 Industrial Training programs.

Forty trainee/worker and employer/supervisor rating forms were pre-

pared and distributed. Because individuals in Apprenticeship and

Industrial Training programs could not be expected to stop work to

3The fallowing individuals were primarily responsible for idew:i-

fying sample populations and are to be thanked: Georgia Duffee,

Apprenticeship; Joe Olenski, CETA; George Gabriel, Cooperative
Education; and Dave Webster, Industrial Training. Nancy Pinson

was instrumental in contacting these individuals, and many others

helped at various stages along the way. Hopefully, their names

are all included in the acknowledgements section of this report.
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complete the surveys as a group, these people answered the surveys

privately and mailed the survey forms directly back to the princi-

pal investigator. Supervisors were briefed on the use of the rating

form; the forms were mailed in when completed.

From, the ori4inal sample, 1 Apprenticeship, 1 CETA, and 2

Industrial Training programs changed their minds about participating,

or L.therwise failed to return the survey materials. Attrition in

mail-backs resulted in the following number of useable surveys

(the first number in the parentheses is the number of trainee/worker

forms; the second is the number of supervisor rating forms):

Apprenticeship (52, 77), CETA (30, 30), Cooperative Education (47, 52),

and Industrial Training (26, 40).

The sample sizes are admittedly small; as such, no claims can

be made about generalizing the results of this study to all voca-

tional programs. Nonetheless, the particular programs sampled are

representative in the sense that the program administrators regarded

these programs as "typical." Also, the sample sizes are large enough

by most standards to employ both descriptive and inferential sta-

tistics. Clearly, caution is required concerning the generalizability

of the study, but there is certainly no deliberate sampling bias that

would slant the results.

Analyses

Statistical analyses were performed to answer three general questions:

1. Do program participants differ in terms of demographic and

personality characteristics?

2. Do program participants differ in terms of job performance

ratings and worker satisfaction?
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3. What factors account fnr differences in job performance

ratings and worker satisfaction?

Results

A. Group differences in demographic and personality characteristics.

The composition of the four program types were first examined

for differences in age, sex, race, education, and father's socio-

economic status. Table 2 summarizes these differences.

The statistics in Table 2 show that, compared to the total

sample, the apprenticeship participants are about average in age,

predominantly white and male, generally better educated, and are

from homes of relatively high socioeconomic status. The all-female

CETA sample is average in age, mostly black, slightly less educated,

and are from relatively poor families. The cooperative education

participants are younger than the others, mostly white, split 50-50

on sex, and are about average in SES. Participants from industrial

training are older than the others, mostly white, are the best

educated, and are from she highest SES backgrounds. These

differences--and other personality differences discussed below--are

important for understanding differences in job performance ratings

and satisfaction. Because the four types of programs uiffer in

demographic characteristics, the effect of these variables must

be controlled when examining the effect of the delivery system per

se on job performance ratings and satisfaction of the worker.

Next, the samples were examined for personality differences.

Time constraints prevented the Aministration of standard, vali-

dated personality inventories. The personality items used in the

present survey form represent attempts to assess theoretically

22
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Table 2

Agea

Demographic Characteristics

Race
b

Sex
c

Education
d

Father's

Program N Range Mean Nonwhite White Male Female Flm HS Coll SESe

Appr'ship 52 16-35 23.3 16% 84% 90% 10% 9.% 96% 23% 3.8

CETA 30 18-33 23.9 83 17 0 100 100 70 0 3.1

Coop. Ld. 47 16-19 17.1 9 91 50 50 100 100 2 3.4

Ind. Tr'ing 26 16-56 29.1 8 92 62 38 100 95 38 3.9

TOTAL 155 16-56 22.5 26% 74% 56% 44% 99% 92% 13% 3.6

aAge in years. Analysis of variance showed F(3,:51) = 34.89; P less than

.0001, indicating significant differences among groups.

bRace as percent of that sample. Chi-square with 12 degrees of freedom =

81.47; 2 less than .0001, indicating significant differences among groups

when all categories of race are considered. Breakdown on nonwhite raw

frequencies are as follows: apprenticeship, 6 Black, 1 Asian, 1 American

Indian; CETA, 24 Black, 1 Spanish; cooperative education, 2 Black, 2

American Indian; industrial training, 2 Black.

cSex as percent of that sample. Chi-square with 3 degrees of freedom =

63.24; .2 less than .0001, indicating significant differences among groups.

According to administrative sources and statewide statistics, sex ratios

are representative of each population except the CETA program. This

al.-female class were training to become secretaries and receptionists.

dPercentage of each sample with elementary school, high school, and col-

lege education. When elementary school is assigned a value of "1", high

school, "2", and college, "3", mean scores for apprenticeship, CETA,

cooperative education, and industrial training programs are 2.2, 1.7,

2.0, and 2.4, respectively. The F value with (3,150) degrees of freedom

is 16.30; 2. less than .0001), indicating significant differences among

groups.

e Father's occupations 1,ere coded for SES using Holland's (1973) codes

for educational level. Levels 5 and 6 mean college training is neces-

sary (e.g., mechanical engineer). Levels 3 and 4 mean high school and

some college, technical, or business training is needed (e.g., electri-

cian). Levels 1 and 2 mean that an occupation requires only elementary

school training cr no special training at all (e.g., janitor). Anal-

ysis of variance on these scores showed an F (3,125) of 5.00; R less

than .01, indicating significant differences among groups.

2
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significant variables in the personality theory literature. However,

the items used in this study hive not been pretested for reliability

and validity; hence, these results should be interpreted with the great-

est caution.

The personality scores in this study were generated in the fol-

lowing manner. Holland's (1973) vocational personality types were

estimated in two ways. Each subject's ideal occupation was coded

with Holland's occupation finder for its resemblance to the Realis-
j

tic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and Conventional

types. A description of the personality characteristics of these

types is available in Holland's 1973 book; for here, a thumbnail

sketch of each type will suffice. Realistic types are asocial,

literal-minded, masculine; Investigative types are curious, analyti-

cal, introverted; Artistic types are imaginative, complicated, dis-

orderly; Social types are friendly, cooperative, outgoing; Enter-

prising types are ambitious, exhibitionistic, dominant; and Con-

ventional types are orderly, controlled, conservative.

Each individual received six scores based on their ideal occupa-

tion, which had been coded with Holland's occupational finder. A "6"

was assigned to the predominant type, a "5" to the second most salient

type, a "4" to the third most salient type, and scores of "1" to the

remaining types. For example, if a person's ideal job was electrician

(RIS type in Holland's coding system), that person received a Realistic

score of "6", Investigative score of "5", Social score of "4", and a

"1" for the remaining three scores.

Holland types were also estimated by asking people to rate how

much they liked the following activfes: operating machinces (R),

,
If
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doing science (I), creating art (A), helping people (S), being in

charge (E), and being organized (C). People placed a "3" next to

activities they eajoyed, a "2" next to activities they felt indif-

ferent toward, and a "1" next to activities they disliked. Thus,

six additional scale scores were generated for estimating each

person's resemblance to the Holland types.

Several other types of vocation-personality variables were

measured. The job the person was presently training for was coded

according to its Holland type and this profile was compared to the

ideal job profile and activity preference profile. By subtracting

the corresponding 6 scale scores, squaring the results, and adding

them together, "difference scores" (see Cronbach & Gleser, 1953)

were created, showing the degree of fit between the job for which

the individual was preparing and his/her ideal job and activity

preferences. High scores on these two scales would indicate a

large discrepency between career aspirations and actual job for which the

person was training or between activity preferences and job for which

the person was training. The first score is therefore called "real-

ideal job discrepency," and the second, "job-activity preference

discrepency."

Next, the status (educational level from Holland's occupation

finder) of the ideal job was subtracted from the status of the job

for which the person was preparing. This creates an index of status

satisfaction and realism, wherein a high score would mean that the

person's status aspirations did not exceed their present training.

This could be interpreted as lack of ambition, but alternatively as

possession of realistic aspirations, gooe adjustment, and general

iatisfaction.
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Maturity/differentiation of vocational interests was estimated

by computing a standard deviation score for each individual on his/her

activity preferences. Holland has found that highly differentiated

individuals (those who clearly prefer some activities to others) have

a more integrated, stable vocational identity, and tend to be more

satisfied with their career decision-making.

Academic motivation was estimated by asking the individual how

much he, or she liked school, on a scale of 1 (not at all) to 4 (a

lot). Gough (1975) has shown that liking school is generally a

powerful predictor of success in many spheres of life.

Socialization (one's respect for rules and authority) was es-

timated by asking the individual how often he or she got into

trouble growing up. Responses could range from 1 (not at all) to

4 (all the time). Because of the direction of scoring for this item,

the scale is labeled "Socialization Problems." Again, Gough has

shown that behavior problems with authority while growing up indicate

a personality disposition that affects a person throughout his or

her life.

Table 3 summarizes differences among the sample groups with

respect to these personality variables. The table shows that the

four delivery system samples differ along several personality di-

mensions. For example, the cooperative education sample showed

a far greater discrepency between ideal job and actual job for

which they were training and between the status levels of the two

Jobs. They were also much lower in academic motivation and were

much higher in socialization problems than the other groups. The

existence of such group differences in personality demands that

26



Table 3 Personality Characteristics

Program Holland Types
a Real-Ideal Status Vocat Acad. Social. ,

R I A S E C Congruence
b

Realism
c

Diff.
a Motive Problems."

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

Appr'ship 4.3 2.4 3.2 2.0 1.9 2.1 20 2.7 3.9 2.6 1.8 2.7 41.7 27.4 - .27 12.43 2.96 2.20

CETA 1.2 2.8 2.3 1.8 2.1 2.4 3.9 2.9 3.7 2.2 4.8 2.8 38.6 27.6 .00 12.79 3.20 2.23

Coop. Ea. 3.2 2.4 3.2 i.7 2.3 2.2 3.7 . 7 2.4 2.3 3.1 2.7 47.3 26.3 -1.17 11.68 2.30 2.50

Ind. Tr'ing 3.9 2.5 4.3 2.2 1.8 2.2 2.7 2.9 3.4 2.7 2.9 2.8 41.6 26.8 - .71 13.39 3.31 1.92

TOTAL 3.2 2.5 3.2 1.9 2.0 2.2 3.3 2.8 3.3 2.4 2.9 2.8 42.6 27.0 - .59 12.43 2.8? 2.25

aMeanscores under column 1 are based on salience cf types in Holland code for ideal job'. Individual scores

could range from 1 to 6. Mean scores under column 2 are based on activity prLAerencesii and could range from

1 to 3 for an individual. F tests showed significant differences among groups for the following variables:

Realistic (1); Investigative (1); Social (1); Enterpr!.sing (1) and (2); Conventional (1) (.2 less than .05

in all cases).

bMean scores under column 1 are based on the difference between Holland profiles for ideal job and job

training for; under column 2 on the difference between .ctivity preferences and job training for. Individual

scores were computed by Cronbach b Gleser's (1953) method', higher scores indicate greater differences be-

tween the profiles. F tests showed no significant differences among groups on either measure.

cMean scores for status realism are based on the difference between the education required for an indi-

vidual's present job (job training for) and the education required for an individual's ideal job. A positive

number indicates that individualg' aspirations are no higher than the jobs they are pursuing; a negative

numi- indicates that aspirations exceed the present jobs they are pursuing. An F tes: showed significant

diffeiences among groups (j less than .02).

d
Mean scores for vocational differentiation are based on the standard deviation of ratings for activity

preferences. A larger number means higher differentiation of interests. An F test showed no significant

differences among groups.

e
An F test showed significant differences among groups on mean scores for academic motivation (t less than

.001).

f
An F test showed no significant differences among groups on mean scores for socialization problems.

28
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these characteristics be taken into account when examining program

outcomes in terms of job performance ratings and worker satisfaction.

B. Group differences in job performance ratings and worker satisfaction.

Two overall measures of the success of the different training pro-

grams are (a) the respondents' satisfaction with their job training and

(b) employer ratings of their job performance. Satisfaction was assessed

in three ways: (1) rating from 1 (very unhappy) to 4 (very happy)

satisfaction with the training p bgram; (2) rating from 1 (no way) to

4 (yes, definiteiy) a willingness to return for further training; and

(3) whether spontaneous comments were highly critical (scored "1"),

neutral (scored "2"), or highly laudatory (scored "3").
__.--

---

Supervisors rated workers f(om 1 (poor) 'o 5 (excellent) on
__.

(1) knowledge of job duties; (2) ability to learn quickly; (3) work

attitude, attendance, and dependability; and (4) ability to get along

with others. Supervisors also rated trainees on a scale from 1 to 3

on overall work performance.

Altogether then, there were three measures of worker satisfaction

and five measures of job performance. Table 4 shows the relationships

among these outcome measures.

Table 4 Intercorrelations of Outcomes

Worker's Reactions Supervisors' Ratings

Satis- Willing Spont. Know- Quick- Attitude Inter- Overall

faction to Return Comment ledge ness personal

Satisfaction 1.00**

Return .61** 1.00**

Comments .63 .67 1.00
*

Knowledge - .03 - .11..) - .28 1.00**

Quickness .02 - .12 - .24* .76** 1.00**

Attitude .05 .18 - .32 .72** .72** 1.00**

Interpersonal .04 - .03 .17* .62** .62** .75** 1.00**

Overall .07 - .25 .31 .64 .58 .57 .51 1.00

* p less than .01; ** p iesE than .001. N = 154 for all worker reaction cor-

relations except with comments (N=91). For superviscir ratings, N = 199.

29
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Table 4 indicates that the -hree measures of worker satisfaction

are highly interrelated, and that the five supervisor ratings are also

highly interrelated. But, these Iwo clusters of outcome variables are

relatively independent of each other. This means that whether a worker was

highly satisfied with his/her training or highly dissatisfied with the

training, these program training ratings were not reflected in the super-

visors' ratings of job performance.

Table 5 shows differences between groups on the abu",- outcome measures.

For comparison, supervisor ratings obtained from the archival vocational

education student data are included, although these scores are not strictly

comparable (see Appendices A and B).

Table 5 Group Differences in Outcomes

Vcriable Appr'ship CETA Coop. Ed. Ind. Tr'ing VocEda F-test

Worker Reactions
Satisfaction

(N=52),

2.83
(N=30)
3.63

(N=4/)

3.09

(N=26)

3.27 8.92**

Return
Comments

3.01

1.93

3.83

2.92

3.32
2.81

3.69

2.38

9.73**
12.76**

Supervisor Ratings (N=77) (N=30) (N'52) (N=40) (NA823)

Knowledge 3.81 3.00 2.96 3.15 3.67 11.02**

Quickness 3.77 3.03 3.19 3.83 3.97 7.59*

Attitude 3.74 2.83 3.25 3.53 4.10 7.41*

Interpersonal 3.70 3.30 3.31 3.50 4.03 3.19

Overall 2.27 1.87 1.77 1.98 2.36 8.22**

less than .001; **p less than .0001.

not included in analysis of variance.

The F-test statistics in Table 5 show significant differences among

groups on nearly all of the outcome variables. The question remains, how-

ever, are these differences due to program characteristics per se, or to

differences in the demographic and personality characteristics of those

electing such programs?

30
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Several procedures were used to get at the "cause" of differences

in program satisfaction and job performance ratings. The first pro-

cedure, and analysis of covariance, assesses the effect of a major

variable of interest (here, type of delivery system) on the outcomes

(satisfaction, performance ratings), after removing he effects of

several covariates (e.g., demograp,ic and personality variables). Two

such analyses of covariance were performed, one using demographics as

covariates, and the other using personality variables as covariates.

Table 6 presents all cases where either the type.of delivery system or

a covariate accounted for significant differences in the outcome var-

iables.

Table 6 Effects of Program Type with Demographic and Personality Covariates

Demographic Analysis

Variable to be Explained Variables with Significant Effects (p less than .01)

Worker Reactions
Satisfaction none

Return Program type

Comments Program type

Supervisor Ratings
Knowledge Race, Program type

Quickness Race, Program type

Attitude none

Interpersonal Education

Overall Race, Program type

Personality Analysis

Variable to be Explained Variables with Significant Effects (p less than .01)

Worker Reactions
Satisfaction none

Return Program type

Comments Program type

Supervisor Ratings
Knowledge Program type

Quickness Artistic interests, Program type

Attitude Program type

Interpersonal none

Overall Program type
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It appears from table 6 that type of program (i.e., delivery system)

has a consistent effec, across both satisfaction and performance variables,

but that race, education, and vocational interests affect only the per-

formance outcomes.

A second method for comparing the contribution of program type versus

other variables is a regular multiple-factor analysis of variance. Because

sex and race are two important potential confounds of program effect, eight

4 X 2l. 2 (Program X Sex X Rai...) analyses of variance were performed, one

for each outcome. The results, presented in Table 7, again show that type

of program consistently affects most outcomes, but race affects only two

performance outcomes (knowledge and overall performance). Sex affects only

one outcome learning speed).

Table 7 Program X Sex X Race Analyses of Variance

F-tests for Main Effects

Variable to be-Explained Program Sex Race

Wo ker Reactions
Satisfaction 2.60* 2.10 1.75

Return 5.57** 1.08 2.61

Comments 5.97 .07 1.07
*,p less than .05

Supervisor RatingE

Knowledge 6.74*** .00 15.18***

** less
***.0 less

than

than

.01

.001

Quickness 7.15*** 4.42** .31

Attitude 2.64 .00 3.85

TnLerpersonal 1.55 .03 1.45

Overall 7.94*** .00 9.98**

Finally, if there are genuine race or sex effects independent of

program type, there should be race or sex differences on the outcome

variables within each program type. T-tests between males and females

and between whites and non-whites were computed for each outcome measure.

Table 8 lists all cases where one group outscored another. With one

exception, all race and sex differences are found in the apprenticeship

program. Nonwhites in this program are more satisfied, but whites received

t3r4w



Table 8 T-tests for Sex and Race Differences

Race Diiferences: Group_scoring highera
Variable Appr'ship CETA Coop. Ed. Ind. Tr'ing

Worker Reactions
Satisfaction Black*
Return Black***
Comments

Supervisor Ratings
Knowledge White***
Quickness White*** White* - -----

Attitude White***
Interpersonal

Overall White**

40

Sex Differences: Group scoring higher
Variable Appr'ship CETA Coop. Ed. Ind. Tr'ing

Worker Reactions
Satisfadtion - - - --

Return Female*
Comments --

Supervisor Ratings
Knowledge
Quickness
Attitude
Interpersonal
Overall

- - -
- _

*j less than .05; "I less than .01; ***k less than .001.

a"Black" actually refers to all ronwhite respondents, though Blacks make
up a majority of the nonwhite portion of the sample (see Table 2).

higher performance ratings. It appears, then, that if race and sex

affect satisfaction and performance, this effect is limited to apprentice-

ship trhining (sex differences in CETA rema'i unexplored, however, because

all of the CETA respondents in' this study were female).

In summary, the group differences in out'lomes, noted back in Table 5,

appear to be a genuine function of program type, and not all artifact of

demographic or personality differences. The data in Table 5 can now be

3
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interpreted in terms of program effectiveness.

With regard to the three measures of satisfaction (rated satisfaction,

willingness to return, and spontaneous positive comments), the CETA group

scored consistently highest, followed by industrial training, cooperative

education, and apprenticeship. Several examples of spontaneous comments

demonstrate these group differences.

From CETA respondents:

The training program has made me better myself and to know

more about what I want out of life.

I think that the program is great! I only wish that L.

could go on forever, and that this type of training could be

available for everyone who has missed out on opportunities

as I have.

From industrial training respondents' .

Training seminars for people ',ith average or less education

are very beneficial to the person and the company for which he

works.

It is my feeling that these classes would be a help to

anyone who has the chance to take them.

I wish they had classes for training in group leadership.

I enjoy my job very much. I get a lot of self satisfaction

from my job. The days never seem long enough sometimes.

From cooperative education respondents:

I feel that the co-op program has helped me not only

financially but also thru school. Without the co-op

program I would have never made it.

The program has helped my attendence a lot.

From apprenticeship respondents:

(here should be more demonstrations of materials, tools,

and anything that has to do with it.

The program through the first 3 years was a review of

material covered in the first year of vocational school.

They should have shop classes set up so you could see how

something actually works instead of just reading about it.
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Turning to the performance ratings, there is a surprising re-

versal. The apprenticeship sample, which gave the most complaints

and lowest ratings of satisfaction, received the highest ratings for

performance. Workers in the industrial training setting received the

next highest ratings, and CETA and cooperative education workers re-

received the lowest ratings. It appears that the most disadvantaged

group--CETA--feel fortunate to have the opportunity to receive job

training, and therefore report the highest level of satisfaction;

however, their lack of skills shows up in the low supervisor ratings.

It should be pointed out that these CETA workers had not completed

their training when they were rated and therefore may have shown

some improvement later. Nonetheless, the supervisors were instructed

to take that into account, and still gave relatively low ratings.

Given the fact that CETA workers enormously appreciate their training,

and only a small group was sampled in the middle of their training,

final judgment about CETA program effectiveness should be reaerved

for larger-scale studies.

The lack of congruence between apprenticeship satisfaction and

job Performance ratings can be explained by looking at their spontan-

eous comments and by refering to Holland's (1973) theory of vocational

interests. Many apprenticeship workers complained that they were being

treated like schoolchildren rather than like adults, that there should

be more hands-on experience in the classroom, and that the classroom

component of their training was generally irrelevant. A look at this

group's Holland code shows that they are predominantly Realistic, and

score higher on phis dimension than any other group. Holland notes

that Realistic types enjoy activities involving physical manipulation
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with concrete results, and have little patience for abstract "book-

learning." G4ven this group's supervisor ratings, which show a high

level of work competence, it is understandable that these workers

are dissatisfied with their classroom work.

C. Accounting for differences in performance and satisfaction.

the previous two sections demonstrate genuine group differences

in performance ratings and satisfaction, over and above social-demo-

graphic and personality factors. Two questions remain, however.

First, what is it about these delivery systems that accounts for

differences in outcomes? A full answer to that question would re-

quire an empirical comparisor of the features and components of each

delivery system. Since that data is not available, we can only

analyze the program descriptors presented in the beginning of this

report and assume that the present samples are following uniform

program standards or guidelines of operation. This analysis, which

is presented in the next section of the report, will be guided by

the framework of quality indicators, discussed in the previous

report.

The present section addressee a second question: to what extent

do demographic and personality factors affect satisfaction and per-

formance ratings across different training settings? These influences

may not be as powerful as the type of training program, but given that

data is available, and that this question is seldom addressed in edu-

cation, the effects of demographics and personality will be examined.

Table 9 shows the relationship between demographic characteristics

and program outcome variables.

3C
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Table 9

Outcome Variable

Demographics and

Age Education

Outcomes

SES Sex
a

Race
b

Worker Reactions
Satisfaction .18* -.19* -.13 .32*** -.28***

Return .05 -.12 -.17* .29*** -.31***

Comments .23** -.24* -.17 .37*** -.33***

Supervisor Ratings
Knowledge .17* .26*** .06 -.19* .30***

Quickness .21** .31*** .03 -.20** .34***

Attitude .07 .33*** .14 -.22** .30***

Interpersonal .18* .2s*** .00 -.13 .13

Overall .15* .25*** .12 -.J7* .23**

*2, less than .05; *41 less than .01; ***p less than .001

aScored 1 = male; 2 = female
b
Scored 1 = non, -2; 2 = white

Table 9 shows that worker satisfaction tends to be higher for those

who are older, are not highly educated, are from lower socioeconomic

backgrounds, are female, and who are black. This pattern was undoubtedly

influenced by the all-female, predominantly black, disadvantaged CETA

sample. Nonetheless, the correlations in Table 9 include all five

samples (over 150 persons) and therefore represent general demographic

effects across delivery systems. In general, it would appear that

underpriveleged groups and minorities--blacks, women, the poor, the

uneducated, and older workers- -tend to appreciate their training the

most.

The relationships between demographics and job performance ratings

show contrasts to the patterns presented above. The Only similar pattern

is between age and performance ratings, with older workers receiving

.higher ratings. This points to importance of experience. Higher ratings

were also associated with more education, being male, and being white.

3"
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This pattern cf relationships suggests that, although underpriveleged

grcups and minorities are more satisfied with their training, their

lack of opportunities and underpriveleged status also leads to lower

ratings of job performance. Further research is needed to determine

whether these underpriveleged groups actually demonstrate lower levels

of job performance, or whether their supervisors showed biases in the

performance ratings. Objective, valid measures of job performance are

needed to answer that question.

The relationships between demographics and performance ratings,

though statistically significant, are of relatively small magnitude.

The relationships between personality variables and outcome variables,

presented in Table 10, are even weaker.

Thiee findings in Table 10 merit discussion. First, people who

reported that they enjoyed school growing up (were academically moti-

vated) reported higher degrees of satisfaction with their training

programs. Evidently, there are enough similarities between public

schools and training programs sucn that people who felt comfortable

in the former feel comfortable with the latter.

Second, there is a consistent but negative relationship between

reports of getting into trouble growing up with both satisfaction and

performance. This indicates that a personality disposition Gough (1975)

calls socialization may affect a range of relationships with authority

figures, including relationships with parents and teachers in child-

hood and relationships with supervisors in adulthood. One supervisor

commented on the importance of the work attitude and ability to get

along with others items on the supervisor rating sheet. He said that

those areas cause more trouble than lack of technical knowledge and skills.
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Outcome Variable

Worker Reactions

R

Table 10 Personality

Holland Typesa

and Outcomes

C

Real-Idaal
Congruence StatusStatus Vocat Acad. Social.

a
Realism

c
Diff. Motiv.

e
Problems

f

I A 1 2

Satisfaction .09 .05 -.08 .10 .00 .06 -.12 -.17* .24* .05 .24*** -.15*

Return .04 -.01 -.05 .12 .07 .13 -.07 -.13 .16 .07 .20** -.14*

Comments .14 -.01 .01 .06 -.18* .12 -.03 -.06 .24 -.02 -.02 .04

Supervisor Ratings
Knowledge -.01 .08 -.07 .11 .16* .27***-.10 -.10 .18 .16* .02 -.14*

Quickness .02 .09 -.17* .09 .12 .25***-.12 -.09 .02 .11 .08 -.12

Attitude -.12 .15* -.12 .08 .03 .11 -.13 .04 .10 .02 .00 -.10

Interpersonal -.01 .08 , -.08 .16* .03 .20** -.02 -.03 .07 .09 .04 -.19*

Overall -.08 .11 -.06 .16* .14* .14* -.12 .01 .12 .12 .07 -.18

41 less than .05; * *a less than .01; ***2 less than .001

aHolland types estimated from activity preferences.

bColumn 1 based on congruence between Holland profiles for ideal job and job training for; column 2

based on congruence between activity preferences and job training for (see fodtnote b in Table 3,

page 35, for a fuller explanation. Direction of scoring in the present table is such that a positive

correlation means that higher congruence is associated with higher satisfaction or performance ratfnes.

cSee footnote c in Table 3, page 35, for a complete explanation.

dSee footnote d in Table 3, page 35, for a complete explanation.

eSee footnote e in Table 3, page 35, for a complete explanation.

f See footnote f in Table 3, page 35, for a complete explanation.

40
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Table 5 shows that all four nontraditional vocational groups scored

lower on these two dimensions than the archival vocational high

school sample, indicating that perhaps more attention should be

paid to social-interpersonal development in nontraditional programs.

Finally, Artistic interests tend to have a negative relationship

with outcomes, and Conventional interests have significant, positive

relationships with job performance ratings. This replicates an

earlier finding (Johnson & Hogan, 1981), showing that for a Realistic

occupatio.', ..he impulsive, disorganized tendencies of the Artistic

type hinder effective job performance, while the organized, controlled

tendencies of the Conventional type facilitate job performance.

One last note on the effects of personality and demographic

characteristics on outcomes concerns the magnitude of the relation-

ships described above. In short, while they are small, they are sig-

nificant and meaningful. Many of the variables are assessed with

only one item, which inherently leads to 1--:nsurement error, restricted

variance, and attenuation of genuine relationships. The fact that

any significant relationships were found
(
between personality variables

and outcomes indicates that they are real effects. If longer,

standardized measures had been used, the magnitude of these relationships

would certainly have been larger. Of course, only future research can

evaluate that assertion.

1
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Program Characteristics and Outcomes: Ties to the Quality Indicator Study

A comparison of outcome variables (satisfaction, performance ratings)

in the present study shows that apprenticeship workers have the high-

est performance ratings but the lowest satisfaction, industrial train-

ing workers have the second highest satisfaction and performance ratings,

cooperative education workers are second highest in the number of posi-

tive comments, and CETA workers have the highest level of satisfaction.

Apparently, differences in program structure between delivery systems

lead to differences in outcome variables. Speculation on the program

characteristics responsible for the differences in outcomes is

presented below.

An interpretive resume of program descriptions (see Table 11) shows

which quality indicators each delivery system stresses: (1) Appren-

ticeship programs stress a professionally-oriented staff and genuine,

hands-on work experience; (2) CETA programs stress outreach, supportive

services, and placement; (3) Cooperative education stresses career plan-

ning, record-keeping, and work experience; and (4) Industrial training

stresses professionally-oriented staff and curriculum relevancy.

The fact that appreAticeship aid industrial training participants

received the highest performance ratings can be attributed to the em-

phasis their programs place on relevant work experience under profes-

sionals in the field. The gh level of satisfaction in CETA workers

can be explained by the supportive, helping orientation of CETA operat-

ing procedures. The positive comments from the cooperative educatio,,

stud-nts indicates that these indiviivals enjoy their work experience.

Table !I charts the hypothesized relationships between program character-

istics and outcomes.

4 rt



Deliverjr\Syetem

Vocational High School

Apprenticeship

CETA

Cooperative Education

Industrial Training

Table 11: Delivery Systems, Quality Indicators, and Outcomes

Quality Indicators

Active Advisory Council
Professionally Involved Staff

Organized Counseling System
Competency-based Curriculum
Placement Services

Outcsees

Professional Staff
Work Experience

Supportive Services
Placement

Work Experience
Career Planning

Professional Staff
Curriculum Relevancy

SATISFACTION

JOB PERFORMANCE
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The importance of genuine hands-on work experience under the

supervisicr of professionals in the field seems to be a recurrent

theme underlying program success. However, funding from some of

the participants' comments, classroom work was not always well-

integrated with work experience. The classroom component was some-

times regarded ae irrelevant and as a waste of time. Perhaps class-

room teachers should work more closely with professionals in the

fieL2 in order to gring to the classroom more relevant knowledge.

The original quality indicator study, which showed that the presence

of an active advisory council is one of the most important quality

indicators, supports the idea that teachers should consult as much

as possible with those who have first-hand knowledge of what actually

goes on in the c.1.d.

A second shortcoming of the four alternative delivery systems is

their lack of an organized counseling system, not just for vocational

counseling, bu i--erpersonal and personal counseling as well. Table

5 shows that rupsrvisors' ratings of work attitude and interpersonal

effectiveness are far higher for vocational high school students than

fo- any of the four alternative delivery systems. This supports the

need fo. special provisions for personal and interpersonal development.

In fact, some of the spontanecJel comments indicated that program par-

ticipants would like to have available these kinds of services.

The above comments on program characteristics are somewhat im-

pressionistic and speculative, but, to the extent that they are

reasonable inferences, lead to some recommendations.

Implications and Recommendations

Amidst all the details presented in this report, one shouldn't
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lose sight of one important finding: the four alternative delivery

systems appear to be quite successful, on the whole. On a scale from

1 to 4, ratings of satisfaction with the program average for each

group well above 2.5--which would have been just a "so-so" rating.

Program participants seem to be quite satisfied with their training.

And for the employer ratings of job performance, which could vary

between 1 and 5, each group's mean rating was greater than 3--the

neutral point. This means that not only were the participants in

the study well-satisfied, but that they also tended to exceed the

requirements of their jobs.

Against this generally positive backdrop, some suggestions for

program improvements can be made. Two points mentioned earlier ap-

ply to all programs and deserve to be made again. First, there ap-

pears to be a gap between classroom instruction and work experience,

such that the former is often regarded by the students as irrelevant.

This problem could be lessened by providing teachers with more release

time to meet with workers in the field and with other teachers to de-

vise strategies for tying classroom instruction with the work exper-

ience component. Second, judging from both employer and worker com-

ments, there seems to be a need for programs aimed at developing

interpersonal skills. These programs would include such areas as

leadership, working cooperatively with co-workers and supervisors,

and career development.

In addition to these two general recommendations, there are some

specific recommendations for each delivery system.

A. Apprenticeship. Two common complaints from apprenticeship

participants concerned teacher attitudes and teachers qualifications.

4t
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A number of individuals felt that their teachers were condescending

and tended to treat students like children instead of adults. Given

that apprenticeship partictants received higher employer ratings than

any other group, it would seem that they indeed deserve to be treated

like mature working adults, not schoolchildren. Apart from comments

about teacher attitudes, several individuals remarked that the teachers

were not always well-qualified, that they did not know enough about

real working conditions in the field. This problem could be corrected,

as suggested earlier, by creating closer ties between the classroom and

work experience components of the program.

B. CETA. Given the underpriveleged status of the CETA participants,

the results of the present study are encouraging. Although the perform-

ance ratings for this program were not as high as for the other programs,

they were still good, and the levels of reported satisfaction exceeded

all of the other groups. In view of the present data, CETA participants

may need extra attention and time to develop their skills to levels

comparable to skill levels in other programs, but that the CETA staff

are doing a good job and should continue operating as they have been

operating.

C. Cooperative education. Participants in the cooperative education

program were younger than participants in the other programs, and there-

fore tended to lack the experience and maturity level of other workers.

This lack of vocational maturity showed up in disparity between the

type of job training for and the individual's job aspirations, in a

tendency to fantasize about occupations whose status levels were much

higher than the occupations for which participants were training, and

in a relatively low degree of vocational interest differentiation. Tt

4 E;
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would appea' that students in cooperative education would benefit

from additional vocational counseling.

D. Industrial training. Of all the programs, the industrial

training program seemed to have the least problems. Improvements in

industrial training would probably consist of adding additional kinds

of training rather than correcting existing problems. For example,

several workers expressed an interest in training programs that would

help them move up into management positions.

Conclusions

The purpose of the present study was to examine the impact of

four alternative delivery systems for vocational education on program

participants. Examination of participants' demographic backgrounds

showed that the delivery systems are serving different types of pop-

ulations. Participants' ratings of satisfaction with their program

and emplo)ers' ratings of job performance indicate that on the whole

the alternative delivery systems are meeting the needs of their

participants. An examination of program characteristics in the context

of program quality indicators suggested specific strategies for im-

proving the effectiveness of each delivery system.
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Appendix A Deriving Quality Indicator Scores

This Appendix prssents the scoriug system for deriving quality in-

dicator scores from the ETS questionnaire. The leftmost column lists

the dimensions of program quality; these dimensions are numbered as they

appear in Johnson (1980), with Roman numerals designating the overall

dimensions, and Arabic numerals, the subcomponents within each dimension.
The next column lists the page of the ETS form from which items are

used to represent the dimensions. The lasc column lists which items

on that rage were used and describes how they were combined to form

scale scores. The ETS form follows this description of scoring pro-
cedures; page numbers appear in boldface type in the upper right-hand

corner of each page. Items oh each page are labeled A. 1, 2, 3, ...,

B. 1, 2, 3, ..., etc.; these labels are used in the description of

scoring procedures. The Employer Follow Up Form follows the ET: corm.

This Appendix also shows, in a similar fashion, how the outcome
variables are scored from the ETS evaluation questionnaire.

Program Characteristic ETS page Items

I. Advisory Council
1. Helps Programs
2. Composition
3. Meetings
4. Communication
5. Guidelines

II. Administration
1. Written Policies

2. Eliminate Biases

3. Support Staff

III. Public Relations
2. Written Material
3. Media Use

IV. Staff
1. Certification

2. Work Experience
4. Inservice

6. Professional Orgn.

5 A6 + Bl + B2 + B3 + B4 + B5 + B6 + 87 + B8

5 A2 + A5
5 A3

5 A4

S AS

2 Al + A2 + A3 + A4
6 + (B1 through B17), summed over both pages

3 CI + C2 + C3

8 Bl + B2 + B3 + B4 + B5

7 Bl + B2 + B3 + B4

7 B5 + B6

1

1

1

1

7. Student Orgn. 11

V. Facilities
1. Replicates Work Sit. 10

3. Equipment Inventory 10

4. Safety 10

8. Layout 10

(continued on next page)

Item 3 - item 4 - Item 5 + constant, 4

Item 6
Item 13 + Item 14
Items 10A through 10H, summed, - Item 9

+ constant, 2
C3

C4
A7 + A8
AI + A2 + A3 + A4 + AD A6

B4

V.)
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Program Characteristic ETS page Items

VI. Recruitment
2. Outreach 8

3. Minority Enrollment 8

8. Consider Emp. Oppt. 9

VII. Counseling
1. Career Planning
2. Clear Roles
3. Availability
6. Job Information

8

8

8

9

7, Number of Counselors 8
E. Needs Assessment 8

VIII. Curriculum
1. Relevancy 2

9

2. Task Analysis 2

3

4. Varied Methods 3

8. Outside Resources 7

10. Written Objectives 2

3

X. Student Organizations
(general) 11

Xl. Placement Services
(general) 8

Outcome Variable

Stunent Satisfaction
with curriculum
with facilities
with counseling
with student orgn.

Employer Ratings
Knowledge
Quickness
Attitude
Interpersonal
Overall

Placement
Female
Male

C2 + C3 + C4
Cl

Bl

A7 + A9 + A10
Al + A2
-D1 -D2 -D3 -D4 -D5 + constant, 10

C2

F, three parts, summed
A8

D1 + D2
+ Al + A2 + A3 4 Bl + B2 + B3 + Cl + C2
+ C3, stormed over both pages
Cl 4. C2 + C3 + C4 + C5 + C6 + C7 + C8

+ D1 + D3, summed over both pages
Standard deviation of El through F10
Al + A2 + A3 + A4 + AS + Cl + C2 + C3 + C4
131 + B2 + B3 + B4 + 135 + B6

+ Al + A4 + AS, summed over both pages

Bl through B7, Cl, C2, D1 through D4,
El through Ell, summed

A6

Form & Page Items

ETS 12

ETS 12

ETS 12

ETS 12

Follow Up
Follow Up
Follow Up
Follow Up
Follow Up

ETS 8
ETS 8

Al through A10, summed
Bl through B9, summed
Cl through Cll, summed
Fl through F8, summed

(Al + A2 + A3)/3
(B1 + B2 + B3)/3
(C1 + C4 + C5)/3

(C2 + C3)/2
D: 1=3, 2=2, 3=1

G, Grand total
G, Grand total
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MARYLAND STATE DEPARTIAENT OF EDUCATION

VOCATIONALTEC/MICA/ EDUCATION PROGRAM EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PRO {NAM {GALS AND OWE CTIVES

The purpose of this questionnaire is to 'silver information about the

development and use of vocational education goals and obsectives.

Such information wilt enable vocational educators to reprove the

field of vocitiorml education The results of this questionnatre wJL

be used to *valuate vocational education programs not indivrduals.

LAST

LEA: _1,

SCHOOL
PROGRAM

TO ANSWER THE ITEMS: Plum rate !rankly your
vocetional-tedmicol program using the followong scale.

2
LEA
SCHOOL

PROGRAM

3. SATISFACTORY: tfw p .Nam meets the NININ44 statement. :==
2. SOME IMPROVEMENT NEEDED. the rowan, meets pert of the listallad stawnent.

1. MAJOR IMPROVEMENT NEEDED: the program dims not meet the Wog tad LLOwnly4.

0. NOT APPROPRIATE. the specified statsnwnt is not applicable to this program.

NOTE Some demi may fOquice a cliffarent moons'. game mark assppropriete.

PLEASE USE A PENCIL ONLY. NO INK
DARKEN Rayons. Ante Cornokatiy, and
Completely Erase Incorrect Answers.

RECORD YOUR RESPONSE TWICE.
al Mans leak Hors

and

FIRST b} Record Your Numbs/

NAME OF PERSON WHO COMPLETED THIS OUESTIONNni WE.
Response Here

A. NAVE PROGRAM GOALS SEE If WRITTEN?

t Gag of the page* IMMO lasMatoldel IMIMMIOT
2. Gook of We payee ere daily mktg..
3. Towle if Use Progwn am WwindTd Noodims.
4 Gook af We program sue Mama at New ma every flowers.

S. KAYE INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES SEEN WRITTEN FOR THE PRONTO*?

1. Ingruatieml *salves el program we dimly twins&
2. ladssictianal *saw Ara Mae mind Mr sock if tie program's coma

3. Ingrictimal obottivesfw sod cairns level demerit:MO asoniony wegrenise d welont mind.

4. Instructional 'Mistime twitaio s doscroptseo of Ow sesmity tobe potions&

S losuoct:ensf Matchsws ammo a deeriphee if ins andisiont an*, which At Minty ie * be wifehood.

lossauttimed tibmtrew wow a daseriyass of tbs gingsrd a Log Mawforworws smoked for sepleystes4

C. WHAT PROCEDURES APE USED TO INSURE THAT
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES REFLECT MINIMUM STANDARDS

REQUIRED FOR ENTRY-LEVEL JOE PERFORMANCE/ IMARK YES OR NO1

1. A is* sway* Itas Was wed is domain actigtig thet we mown to ceders gym entry-Mel jab.

E. Task mays& awe among by program irelnectwis/.
3. Tad analysis ma prepared with .wiener if Mal Ischeical or welt tominittee.

. Task analysts .wis prepared and mimed by loaf gagmen.

5 We ars using task analyse that tow prvolinid by anatlan Wooden growl a iseeingeo CS, OVTE, etc,)

IL Tasks eni peeped mete modules an dusters of Motelmks.

7. Tubs an mownd by leaf tichnical usably ounnuttoe, ash canton/1m or empIrfw f919991mbfblv

Twkaoslysa data its wed to Fromm instructional abawww.

D. *NAT PROCEDURES ARE USED FOR INSURINO THE RELEVANCY AND CURRENCY OF INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES/

1. 1,4UPDBMBI SEMSDKEE as rEMEMMI InIMPAV
by Not tschelail or waft aimmiteme for minim and warreasy.

2 lostnicheng sajectives we reviewed smugly by programNeff for Mammy and elmmcf.

I. NOW ARE INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES USED WINN THE PROGRAM SITTINGO
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WAYLAND STAR EXPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL Iowa ore MIDWAY EVALUATION OUESTIONNMRE

ITRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ADO METHODS

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather information about the

quel.ty of a vocational education program's instructional nom&
and methods. This information will help vocational educators ern-

Prove thew Worms. The results of this quationnowe will be used

62 evaluate untructional matoruls and methods, not individuals.

LEA:
SCHOOL:
PROGRAM

TO ANSWER THE ITEMSk. Reese rate frankly your
socationolechnicel program %Wtg the following sale.

3

3. SATISFACTORY: the pow mots specified moment.

J. SOME IMPROVEMENT NEEDEu: the program masts port of the specified stat3ment.

1. MAJOR IMPROVEMENT NEEDED: the program doo not meet the speafied statement. Fi

O. NOT APPROAI ATE: the specified statement is not oPPlicoblo to this PrOlimm. 0.1 cr:

LEA'
SC.400L
PROGRAM

worm 0 0
C.7, 0

immi= 0

NOTE: Some items may requite* Whom! 1,1100nW. ONUS mark as ISPOCOOrIOSO.

PLEASE USE A PENCIL OF NO INK.
DARKEN Response AIN Completely, and
Completely Eras. Incorrect Ammo.

LAST FIRST
NAME OF PERSON WHO COMPLETED THIS OUESTIONNAIRE

A. HAS A COURSE OF STUDY SEEN PREPARED FOREACH OF TA PROGRAM'S COURSEW

I. As Woe er Macripion of coon ardent b dearly *Otto gni mimed to Mao uctionol obIectlos.

2. Swarm' touching Protogai we desipod u SCBIIIVII *Penlandobjectives.

J. Susgeoted student lornino exponeose Modal to lawrialond*oho has boss built Into soh owe.

4. Matanals. rook MolPment. said meshes emery te corn** ad **Doan Identified.

S. Tonto 'Awful. for implomentug sews.:: study Ma Non wowed.

I. WHAT if THE AELATIONSHIP 'Enfant THE PlkOGRAME COURSES/

1 Courses we rebind to ono ;nadir and build en AO* studioslecrod In proviso owes.

2. CoioNtion el any one cow provides st Went withskills rowed fin side antryteol wallihrtmert

RECORD YOUR RESPONSE TWICE.
e) Please Mark Here A.

and
. 1 e

b) Record Your Number s?

Response Hero 44 el4ftP
#ifA. 410' *el,

p.m x co ao
2. Ir1

bol:D cr c:o ao
4 ass "r)
S. In DID CD CD CD

IL

1 Pm I:, L ET

2. sea a7 -r 7r, cu.)

e.

C. ARE HISTRUCTIONAI MATERIALS FREE OF RACIAL
SIX-STEREOTYPINS, AND SEX411SGRIMIHATING MAIM?

C.

i Instructional futon* ashibitlm a Ineli dome ef noel or .a bows have been identified end ramoved Ina cwncvlum. us T. 2"

2. Insure-hotel entomb exhAitis a modest or low owes of odd or us Dims AM Men Notified ea step taken Lt awe modern wow of ode boom i Pro .3E) a. a.: aL
3. kw 'I

3. Ni.. instructional nuterials drielepeel by wetructon or /Aweless!
bow poinioniol pubibisors we nolood for us boot Won they we laird w doe program.

1.

0. ARE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS LILTOOATE AND AT APPROPRIATE STUDENT LIVELY?
O. is

Inetructonal materiel we renewed sweedicalty to merecomistency melt wont eccupodeng orecdow
1. OP X 2

2 lemectons materials are as the appeptste teuestonel Irell fot Mots wt the engraft
&I. :pie 112 r

a

3. Instructonal mune, cow conceit the 1 mace: Inetructional elnectivet
TPliirtrUsed

Sok PERCENT OF nut vsEo
r

0 0 0
3
O

0 0 0 0 00 0
) 0 41111

O CD O0 0
77 .0

E. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF NISI
RUCTIONAL MATERIALS ARE USED IN THE PROGRAM/

1 Text books

2. Technical wools
3 Laboratory Ivor konennunt sheets

4 Film strip
S Trosparenco
$ Films
7 rAffitillifCill YsrnUKpurpment

Percent Of

F WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONAL METHOD' ARE USED IN THE PROGRAM/
Time Used

I Loom
1 Leetum

am 1.2 CD OD a:,

2 LettundoloontnaBEK,
________ 2 Lacturrdemenstratio v. e I. 2

3 WorkboO. sergnmentS
3. Werkbookoesignmenu Po .m Cs, ...1

4 Laborstory-SPOo amEnments
4 Laborstoryihr sawpreent4 kJ r -ir r

C. Independent study

or -31) at) ,11.) :1
si Filndowideadmosnairtstimoudyti

S Remng nignments

MB C i 's

7 Tarn poen
7. Tore peen me m a: ...L. a_

I Ruchomsual prmotatforts
1 Audiovisual onnonbuons to 1 11-
II Group pnowng Ito -1.) CL) ,..13 'X-

9
C sup Proorta

10 I 'Irdual protects
10 Individual yowl,

/6. 00 qr. cis)

1 Teo bask;
2. Totinsa1 weak
3 Laboratory wed asepunent shops

4 Filen**
S. Transparenass

S. FON
Commercial rautinp vuipnent

3;0 I, S3 Si is yaoo

Poi -1-' 7, Cl. :1-,

0. _r b a-, x.
.., 2 1 "I
Gm A_ L "L I

GO 1 3,- ,.1._

Poi 1 CL CC .1
Um r 2 L I

PERCENT OF TIME USED

0 to il so it It 14 ,00

PLEAS' MAR,.
THE 'TEL WHICH
BEST DESCRIBES
YOUR POSITIO'i

Gu.110,CO
Coumetor

Genii OI'.c.

C,.,,
COMMA lee

Oil,.'

THIS FORE., IS
BEING COMPLETED
BY

LorN
Peo,onno

Vilotop
Team
Pomo.

Ln
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MAIWLANO STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

VOCATIONALTECNINCAL EDUCATION PROGRAM EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

STUDENT ASSESSMENT SYSTEM INVOCATIONAt r 0 UCATIO AI PROGRAMS

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather information about
the different types and Quality of student assessment systems used

in vocational ectuation programs This information will enable sacs

hone educators to Improve the quality of vocational student
assessment Tow results of this Questoonnatre won be used to evaluate

vocational program's student assessment services, resat Indirdo".J.,

LEA'
SCHOOL
PROGRAM

TO ANSWER THE ITEMS' Please its frenkiy your
vocations-tedm(cal program using the following sale

4 LEA
SCHOOL
PROGRAM

leei

.-_-

SATISFACTORY' the program meets the specified ststement

SOME IMPROVEMENT NEEDED the program meets pan of the specified statement.

MAJOR IMPROVEMENT NEEDED the program does not meet the specified

NOT APPROPRIATE the specified statement is not spplicatife to this program

NOTE Some items may require a different response. date mark as appropriate

PLEASE USE A PENCIL ONLY NO INK
DARKEN Response Area Completely, and
Completely Erste Incorrect Answers

LAST
FIRST

NAME OF PERSON WHO COMPLETED THISQUESTIONNAIRE.

111011t Owe

em

Imo

mi
RECORD YOUR RESPONSE TWICE

III Means Mark Het.
e nd

b) Record Your Number er
A

Response Here
.o

i7
Ilk je:p4/ its t

!

r-D r r--;

A. HAS A STUDENT ASSESSMENT SYSTEM SEER OEVELPPED AHO IMPLEMENTED TO TEST STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT ANDfOR PERFORMANCE?

I. A system has been developed And implemented to tM student adornment erd/or
wimple's* and is bead open mamma if epecific ocapsuermily

Meted elnectivw.
2. Godelines hew been prepared I derma_ std Is dledellt$ Moab* the 601111Ment system tread procedem, oddest, etc)

I. WHAT ARE THE PROGRAMS PRACTICES REGARDING THE USE OF WRITTEN MIS?

I. Students as onformel elleut the wpm of the tests prow Is admonantesee

2 Written &Knead tee ten edmen117/11110 as they and caner

3. Adequate mice r mended far tee uhenistrebee.

4. Tem questions an rebind le specific student obschses r eadletional corMetweeo

S A system far mediae and remises test Ewaher been deusleped and herdemerned

Studios we misemed Men Mood they mistimed ee teas dim tuts have been were*

7 Proadurea far wekingin premonis written 111113 are mewed perledocally by melt

C. WHAT ARE THE PROGRAMS
PRACTICES REGARDING THE USE OF PERFORMANCE TESTS?

I Students are mformel abet the porpoise of the test prier to test admimetraties.

2. Performers* tests ere related w instrochend shortness or etcupstiond contlemalis

3 Written directive for adminmeting e perfumers teat describe precisely We skits qvilielletWend demeneinna.

4 Equipment. tolls, materiels. tic the Modem must use in performing wink ere listed & wan to students prior to test

S Standards for measunng level of performers hew been identified and ere comment *nth instrucuonel objectives.

1 Students an informed of standards for mason's,performenee Pm to tint IIIIMMISI7lIssI

7 Sufficient w nement, toe's. morels i wades are welable ter conducting perfermence tests

S. Students err Wormed shout how welt they
pettermed en tests aim tem new been scored

S Purposes end adequacy el progress performence tests ere mewed mnellwellY by deft

0 WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING SENT
OEURIIIr THE PURPOSES) OF THE PROGRAMS STUOEFIT ASSESSMENT ITS, IN? MARK YES OR NO)

I Providing information to students about itrellfts and entekreem if student's performance

3 Providing ant emotion to instructor for tletermsainS student grades

3 Providing information to instructor about
student competencies when they enter program

4 Providing information to instructor for pogrom improvement eurPorn

S Prowling Information to Instructor 'bow student's centotmcas when dory New As sterner

1 Providing information to instructor dam student memoirs and wokneues

7 Providing infermaton to poems shout student worm

E. HAVE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
FOR SPEC' IC ONJECTIVES OR COMPETENCIES PEES iSTAIMHEDi (MARK YES OR NO)

I Established with mistance from Nat Winne( or
croft cammttee o4mbirs or other employer reementenes

f Established bawd upon envious emerience with other daises

3 Send en established busmen or indorthel requinumr: for way Into fob

4 bud on initructOr's emoloynsrit Ottleternal

S Uotstional-Technical Miami' Comment of Sato.

r WHICH IF THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF
STUDENT ASSESSMENT MEASURES DOES THE

PROGRAM USE? (MARK TES OR NO)

I. Crtof 01111101Intit written tests hierneventant test built upon specific 4:incept:it

2 mom( tests

2

3 Ste derdind occupational competency am

3.

4 norm rstrenCed tests (achievement Mt built to mange broad and wand concept?
- 4

5 Oaervetion instruments (used to measure midterm* or proms lehrnerd

O. aveitionneen Need to mewire amniotic attituem led lodgments)

,IIACY11
Pe atlas.

I we s_

I
1 two -1)

21.

4. ma i z

L 1.11
ben ens

C

I 61,

2 pen a

3. sow 7 a

4 we a 2

L Soo 2)
t MI 1 2

ow
MP a -r
me 7; :7.)

8 /fa

_
E.

I
2

L
4

I
0:11.111KM1.7 g
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1
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1

1
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-11

ens.
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rt

1

re
den

a."

lase Z a)
Swe

r1.1
gm 11

?ral..1
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law 2 1 1 1

Ims Zl CI:

4 wig r
I NEN -1.)
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PLEASE AAAPIK
THE ITEM lAH/LH
BEST DESCRISES
YOUR POSITION,

Studem
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MARYLANDranDEPAITTSE/ff OF EDUCATION

VOCATINIAL.TECNNICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM EVALUATION OUESTIONNAINIE

LEA:
SCHOOL:
PROGRAM.

5
LEA.
SCHOOL.
PROGRAM

5
1S_ANSWER THE ITEhtli PM se rats frankly yon . CD CD C" 0 0 CD 0
vocationskeohnical program using the following nen. OC,00 0 CD 0

VOCATIONAL PROCHAM TECHNICAIJCRAFT COMMITTEE
0 CD 0-D 0 CD CD CD 0

The purpose of this °mayonnaise ts to gather infonnotion about the 3. SATISFACTORY On Program Mato the Wenn' *stone. 0CDr)t--'0 CD CD 0 0
tunstrohing of a vocational program's craft conmottos. The mull: 1. SOME IMPROVEMENT

NEEDED: the program meets pert of the spearsed stets. -nt. ,=3 0 CD CD CD CD 0
will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the craft committee. 1. MAJOR IMPROVEMENT

NEEDED: the Program don not men tie 10111ottied stetonlont
J CD O O Q O e3 e3

O. NOT APPROPRIATE: the specified
statement is not applicable to tin grummet 0 O CD CD CD 0 CD 0

NOTE: Wen Items may rendre 8 different response. EA8441 mark as ropronsette ply CD 0 0 CD CD CD CD CD 0
0 C_D CD CD CD 0

PLEASE USE A PENCIL ONLY NO INK.
"D CD 0 CD 0 0 CD 0

DARKEN Response Ares Completely. and
Completely Erne Incorrect Answers.

LAST
FIRST

NAME OF PERSON WHO COMPLETED THIS CH. ESTIONNAIRE

A. DOES THE TECIMICAUCRAFT COMMITTEE
FUNCTION IN Al EFFECTIVE MANNER?

1 Gainless", pekes, and preamhoes Iwo boo eoteMithed
ler the *probes she 11111/11118110 e1 RR manakin.

1 Connate" in composed of perms upreleatine
secupetIoni ones Mend to notional pregroat

3 Committee mob one fIVAIRV IKINEIROE nos
4. Shensi el nth rotting an mowed on Gekilensil to temaretes lastabort esaniorud

sdadarenen. and heirecton.

S Commie.* a composed of person mammong sperm poops Mich the program sonnet

6 Communise Peons tedvd nomerneention ler promo Improvement.

7 Committee rstonmendattans as rertmed by testotmorit ethernistregeo and apprepriato acme slim

IM WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES !SUE LOCAL COMMITTEE OW:

LVIOT (MARK YES OR 1101

1. Ansting in doitirying emplernisort onlonontiolWs tp Henan

2 Among in srmeging fold amts. identifying pan apeekors. en ether swim car Moot nonties

3. Recommending ism tonspment to be Punka led for die limen.

4 annering promo gods aid 'boom for relevancy to pb

g Amp.", program dal le concluding labor market ends 'moonset

6 Awning le lowing tenantry' enamelwort

7 Evaluating quality If vocational norm es an 1804.111 lam

1, Alluding m wtablehing antry.ine fob niquirsients.

RECORD YOUR RESPONSE TWICE.
11 Moot Mart Here

and
bi Record Your Number

Response Hors

I
2.

3..

4.

S.

Ci. SEIM
1

2.

3.

4

7

t
e

4'
tt

Fan x aD
OusaD CU

:arm 7:)
enr17 CID

CD

MR JD Cr
MIR

YES

CD

CD
r
c-

t t
.r*

40 -4fidg;
47.,
CID

Cl
Cl)
CP
CD
Cl)
Cr)

NO

CID

.

41,

clp
CID

an
CD
CC/

at)
CD

:r

Ote&S. MARK
THE ITEM WHICH
REST DESCPIDIS
V1(04 POSITION

CD Simians

C) Teacher

,Ault pal

INta Normal

GuelaNc.

Central OINce

Galt
Comm. Toe

011.40

--_

THIS FORM if
BEING COMPLETED
BY
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V 411414
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WXYLANO STATE DEPARTWPIT Of EDUCATION

VOCATIONAVECIMICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM EVALUATION COPSTIONNJURE

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROS RIUM PHILOSOPHY AND POLICIES

The purpose of this ouettiOnfleire is to gather information about the
development and implementation of a vocational education pro-
gram's philosophy and policies This information wilt enable
evaluators to review each of the program elements in relation to
specific program policies

LEA:
SCHOOL
PROGRAM

TO ANSWER THE ITEMS Please rate ',wady your
t000tionel-tedmical program wine the frilloworig seek

6
LEA
SCHOOL
PROGRAM

D CD CD CD 0 0
0 0 CD 0 CD 0
0 0 CD 0 0 0

3. SATISFACTORY. the program meets the 'gentled statement. Owl 7._.-- O c=i cp =
2. SOME IMPROVEMENT NEEDED' the program meets pan of the specified PiltOlent oi, cD CD cD

1. MAJOR IMPROVEMENT NEEDED the Worm does not meet the 000W statement. 6.1-_--L- -- = =
0. NOT APPROPRIATE the specified statement is not applicable to this program Sri = ,": c--- .:2 C- ,.-D

NOTE. Some items may MOWS II MINIM response. pleas mark as appropriate -.2., 1-_- :7 o CO C 7'

PLEASE USE A PENCIL ONLY. NO INK
DARKEN Response Arm Comp Nulty, and
Complete' Erns Incorrect Answers.

LAST FIRST
NAME OF PERSON WHO COMPLETED THIS QUESTIONNAIRE

A. HAS AN INSTITUTIONAL (SCHOOL) VOCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY SEEN OE/ELOPED/

1. A Seesaw* Ittsalbei the ewetwismis phiemits has been mime

2. Norma pale are teriosteet lath inakotioe's plarmelWo
3. Inmitetiered phieeeohy Muds policy tiMments for dimes* Meekm mortionel program.

imutogee's program goal an cemetant oft States ObilloWNI.

_.014 moo
RECORD YOUR RESPONSE TWICE.

a) Please Mark Here
and

. mmord Your Number
'response Here

R. FOR EACH OF THE PROGRAM ELEMENTS LISTED
IELOW, INDICATE WHETHER A POLICY STATEMENT HAS PIES DEVELOPED (WRITTEN).

1. Negroes pods and Algorism

2. Program planning and management

loevetteed amends and methods

4, hotrecuenef self guelificahare
S. Promo. egirlement. leek, materials. and ameba

IL Guidance woks*
7. CamedIng anus
S. Plecement senior
I. Lead Winkel perry w met eumetnee

10. Employer participation in umpretne Wocatlen preform

11. Centraimary relations and momently noeurces

12 Steepen retationl ergenizatoie
13. Student recrwtment, election, and sdniaden procedures

14 %Wm messonent neves
IS. Stadwel sad OfhpityW POIFORFRIP MU/CM
It Elimination of sessrereetypine, ter disoinwitetlen, and mist imertainatlat

17. Program emleetien

F3 A

CD CZD

CD CD
CD CZ)

CD 'CD

CZ) CZD

CD CZ1

CD CZD

CD CD
LZD CD

CZD CC

6
O
CD
OO
CD

O
O
cD

/ ivy lea4 'r -4* 49,

1. 1m .2) cu CID

2.491.12.3 op
I. OD Cr

lw:i

;

Iw
lwr

2. me
3. Mr
4. me
E.

II MP

7. lein
on

IL Pm

It I=
II Pm

pie

, we
IA ens
II am
14 One

17 loo

rP;ASE MARK
OD CL) THE ITEM WHICH

'PST OFSCR.OFS
YOUR POSITION

YES NO

2

=) 3.

4 :
6

-D
10

c.c,. II
12

II
t4
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It
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%ARTURO STATE DEPART/NM OF EDUCATION

VOCATIONALTECHNICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM EVALUATION WESTIONNAJNE

COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND RESOURCES

The moppet of this questionnere is to gather information about ttw
vocational program's relations with the community and the use of
community 'stoutest. This information will help vocational educa-
tors utilize community resources more fully. The results of dice
Questionnaire wilt be used 401 iraluatiry programs, not individuals.

LEA:
SCHOOL:
PROGRAM:

ro ANSWER THE ITEMS: Phase rote frankly your
vocetionalschrical program using the following wale.

LEA:
SCHOOL.
GROGRAM

0 0 CD 0 0 0 CD 0
CD CD CD 0 0 CD CD 0

D CD CD CD CD CD CD CD CD
3. SATISFACTORY: the program meets 4144 WIDOW sta tement ENID C = C '= CD CD
2. SOME IMPRDVEMF NT NEEDED the perm mete pert of the specified statement. ml c= o (..=
1. MAJOR IMP ROVEMzta NEEDED' the pogrom does not mew the specified siasemlies- mei
O. NOT APPROPRIATE. die specified statement is not applicable to this program r C_";

D MDNOTE Some items may require different rowans*, please mart appropriate.
eel =_^ C O CI% ,:_`

77. =PLEASE USE A PENCIL ONLY. NO INK.
DARKEN Response Are CoteltdeeelY. and
Completely Erase Incorrect Menem

LAST FIRST
NAME OF PERSON WHO COMPLETED THIS QUESTIONNAIRE

A. RAS A %WITTED PLAN SEEM DEVELOPED FOR WAMPUM MO IMMIANNIC POINIVIE CONDOMS INLAID:DM NO EFFECRIFELY

mum COMMUNRY RESOURCESI

I Gaels and Owns, hew been sembinhell fa the effective we if cenemenra rowan.
2 Activities have been identified 'sr ectilenna awls sad ebtectoun.

3 Rennrcee hew been Ambled her sccereptellinl animist

4 Procedures haw hew developed hit ensnare Ni. extra is which ends and 'Meows hew been achieved

S The planned ins of cesimenity mouras U ceeerruel wtth elinetnet of Me mamma Mewl-

hei
RECQRD YOUR RESPONSE TWICE.

a) Please Math Here
and

b) Record Your Number
Response Here

A. e 4/3 A o4/ 1
111 hr

ore

CD CID

2. am r

4. ant
w2

R. NAVE ACTIVITIES FOR ESTASLISNING AND MAINTAINING POSITIVE COMINUNITY RELATIONS SEEN IMPLEMENTED/ I.

I. Pamphlet'. Modem. end What 41Striellye wear* how bees develepM diet deftly dseaVas the gad% etnecttne. sad absaassea

precodynn el the vocational proven which en am-discnniminery es te oa etW net I ew ri
2. Oncnitive meiends depicting males led females on initmenel and ameeredidemi work miss has ben prepped. 2. 1.1 -x)
3 Oneriptme mum* preine-ely odenuned hew been fismosapI toddle the wheel. 3. an -I-
4 Oncriptvw materiels hen Won dinenineted w the en -Imhoff ceranuedry Imnine. erammeleve etudes. sowleyerd 4. en _z)

Program staff melee periodic presentations te the inieftool cad met Ideal oneramity shout uwationel prep sue mu

1. Students nuke periodic presontetione te the inn:hoof Ind en-slitheel cessavnity cheat veratismd norms 4. ew S

On

C. NAVE ACTIVITIES FOR UTILIZING COMMUNITY RESOURCES EFFECTIVELY SEEN IMPLEMENTED/ C. eme

1 A survey ef decal Mainels. indlerley, and other public ate rheas naiewnity regrwintattom Is owiluetel enneelly as
identify p community mouton for the prWsm.

A record seeping system hat been developed Mu deembescherectretio if community mortal sveGable Is the pogrom
3 Evaluative matesolt bays been plepasse end used by students and staff for eyeltatpus the sffactmenes of community remoras

4 Community resources Mw been identified let and males to captors son trainmen scientist's

C

2

2

4

CT

I.

CT)

CD

(3)
CID

CD
LL
CID

cD
Cl,
CID PLEASE MASK

Tel ITEM onviCii
SEP OESCAillES
YOun POSITION

Cr: Study.,

TmleNv

-n Pr .w.00

Vous P. ,u ,41.111

-- Gm 01/OX
COvntorot

L2 Corm& 0.#.

= C),he,
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INRYLAND STATE DEPAITTLENT OF FIXATION

VOCATIONAECINICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM EVALUATION 0111311ONNAINE

tif;ANCE. COUNSELING, AND PLACEMENTSERVICES

The purpose of this questionnaire o to pater tolormnion about the

quality of guidance. counseling. and placement services that ere pro-

vided to vocational education students Such
information will enable

vocational educators to improve their vocational educetion pogroms.

The results of this Questionnaire will be used to evaluate 'Luciano,

counseling. and placement services. not Individuals.

LEA:
SCHOOL.
PROGRAM

8
LEA
SCHOOL
PROGRAM

TO ANSWER THE ITEMS Please rats frenhtv your mei O c--
vacs Panelled's, cal program using the following scale awl

3. SATISFACTORY the program meets the spoofed statinnom. Om

2. SOME IMPROVEMENT NEEDED: the program meets Pen of the specified natement.

1. MAJOR IMPROVEMENT NEEDED
the program does not meet the specified statement --

0 NOT APPROPRIATE the stalellied statement ia not applicable to the program ens _ _
-

NOTE Some items may require a different response, pleate mark as sparrow late nes -__

PLEASE USE A PENCIL ONLY. NO INK
DARKEN Response Area Completely, and

mpletely Erase Incorrect Amours.

LAST FIRST
NAME OF PERSON WHO COMPLETED THISQUESTIONNAIRE.

0) 0
8

RECORD YOUR RESPONSE TWICE
al Please Merk Here

Id Record Your Numbs, e 4,Snd I /
Response Here Moro

so

.7 oc 4 4,

A. HAS AN ORGANIZED SYSTEM OF
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE, COUNSELING AND PLACEVENT SERVICES SEEN DEVELOPED AND ONP LIME NTE Of

1. Gale and *echos he soden*. imeneelieg and
direment servos hove boo pretend In deo end reeeevele tomb

2. Reles sod rtaperobilmos for pollees, molding
eel doement stuff keee keen sowed mod boessinabol

1. Students. probs. Iretninon and adminegraters or mods were el Moe grebes Slime. 'donative eseetings.

4. filotwoh docreing them sennces ere Posoineod
ihreesheet the steel goer ee oudettls. Pratt. milfsasgs. Plc

S. A whedels be Mee piles/ Mr palms, meseding led doomed actrvithe N.g. watt year, arose geed.

G. Erepierneet Meeseieet u se oleo, part of *demos a1 esemallig ovviess.

7. Arodesie, pond sod empirprem elowudieg an provided to dl orients.

S. Goilenee, emosoling end placement mynas er oodoeled se se owned bars.

S. A Proodellw maid is eseietteined fee cabstudent end sables reitatse et vecollender rale/ Ism

ILL Wilt of tedies pogrom ate mowed oak =eh salsas.
10.

11. Godson, sessoisheg end ,camel *hew rod Maid) kw bee revival Is Mem
11

S. GOES ACIININISTRAVVE SUPPORT GWOANCE,
COUNSELING AND PLACEMENT SERVICES WITH ADEQUATE RESOURCES, INCLUDING: IL

1. Fending

1 er I'

2 holm emples. morsel and opepoon

2, sr

& Penal einieun golf

3. els 1)

4 Sena fee group and individual minding MINOM

4 we L

S rmlemorel toff
C. HAS A R ECRUITIPCNT AND ORIENTATION

PROGRAM SEEM DEVELOPED AND OMLEMENTSD7

Recrudesset ens orientation enigmas we provided
Mal pirodel mama is a mo4lorbormiro ouaror.

2. Students we enceereped to von veal end p.sgrarre.

3. Perelehble. Welborn sod OW program descriptive mark*
hew boos domminekd te Wavle' serdeima

4 Potential students we Wormed Wert moon, program inilMduallg el Se grow.

S. Reerenment morals emphasise men-tradtienel OUTIONT4RE fs NOS Hew

S Students net Weaned to vocational program ef Thew chews me informed of Ikea moue

0. COUNSELING SERVICES ARE OFFERED TO STUDENTS AT MUCH OF THE FOLLOW/110 TIMES? PARR ALL THAT APPLY) D.

I. More memo site the vecetionel progrom
2 Owing mrtkorston in rwom at petted* intends

3. Upon 'NAM demand

L so
,2. ow

43. no"

S. we

E.

-L

NO

.2-

4. Immediately Ware Ceeltdetal
S After student has left emcee

I. WHICH ONE Of THE FOLLOWING mum IS PRIMARILY REVOWSINLE FOR JOG PLACEMENT? (MARK ONE)
MARK ONE

1. %who" 'inductor

1. we .w.oc..

1. Nacesiant officer

.. 2. see Puma:names. .1-

S. Gerd cooneekor

3. me MAMA CALAcias -3

4. Westboro! tosumier

4. oc. Tom corneas 'Ls

S Work study tionbrotar

- 5. in .0* 5'..
03Rammt

MO

P. Mot the weber ef MMRSIMIS SORMIL Wades!
sad Wagon! Plaseuseen Officers soplegol in beeked.

er
sir

IF MORE THAN POUR. MI there en 17, Moe i teed 2.

G. Merl the eeridar of Eels we fee* tofu* oDamr OMB M lobs Sy the egageeNeg seem phonon*Mee.

Rood elm Ifterbor dad i. lob Peal year. Tenoels' *I kr, owl the eeashen obi* mail the sued

No sod sew. Example: II 41 bodes owe Pend Teo u,idd loot 12. Si 4 owl I.

c=21. Want WNW

(.1C

.L
7'

CE

PLEASE MARK
THE ITEM WHICH
PEST DESCRIBES
YOUR POSITION

0 Student

0 Towner

ttOR

Vom

GwAlanc
CmoMo,

CARftal OHre

C,M1

0th..

Taut FQLit. iS
BEING COWL( I ED
RV

Town

1

S.
411144441. Ga. 44.4144.44

4114441410411 444.4414414 Jr, r 14c

1, T.

we

Prounlos Pisani stew

Mess Wood

NUMBER OF STUDENTS Ft ACED

FEMALE 717, -a- -14'

MALE I a a us to

tT
Jos

(36
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MARYLAND STATE DEPARTIENT OF EDUCATION

1A3CATIONALTECHNICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM PLANL NC AND MANAGEMENT

TM purpose of the questionnaire is to 'ohm information about the

quality of a vocational education prevent's local tabor market
nods - assessment planning and management system. Suds Infer.
melon will enable vocational educators to offer programs in area
with high labor market needs and also will /NW* more effective

planning and management of vocational programs The results of this
questionnaire will be used to evaluate vocation' liducelion Pra
grans. not Indrvrduale.

LEA:
SCHOOL:
PROGRAM.

TO ANSWER Ti ITEMS: Nem rate fuggg Your
eocebonaltechnical program using the following gam.

3. SATISFACTORY: the program meets the specified statement.

9

2. SOME IMPROVEMENT NEEDED: the prorjam masts Pert of the specified statement.

1. MAJOR IMPROVEMENT NEEDED: the program dorm not MOSTthe specified statement. mai

0. NOT APPROPRIATE: the specified statement is not applicable to the program.

NOTE. Some Items may require a different response. please mart as appropriate.

RECORD JOUR RESPONSE TWICE.
PLEASE USE A PENCIL ONLY NO INK.
DARKEN Response Ara ComPletolY. and
Completely Erase Incorrect Amwers.

LAST FIRST
NAME OF PERSON WHO COMPLETED THIS DUESTIOh %AIRE. -

A. HAS A SYSTEM SEEN DEVELOPED AND IMPLEMENTED FOR ASSEVIIIII
THE LOCAL LAIORMARKE 111E101 OF EMPLOYERS?

Pumeneent of labountorket needs of employers so mined mamma prep, woe emsusedected welds the Me tam yen.

2 Ammant data includes taber-rnarket meals le related ettueoluses %IMMO slelents we InOf4T4

3 Written procedures thiscribum the manner le which the laberimarket emdsmeeminent Is conducted ere molleble. _ 2 sera,

I TO WHAT EXTENT ARE LABOR- MARKET NEEDS-ASSESSMENT DATA USEDFOR PROGRAM PLANNING?
0.

I Noode-mmuraent deft are aged remake &mom steal egmeilleg. Waif sg. or terminetbig yeatimui program.
pax)

2 Nseds asesmant data re slid to identify new and Inervng etageom a related to vocational program.
2 me ID

3 Needemsetnimit data we used to identify perentral sunpleyers in the vecrtionel Fovea area
3. me aD

C. TO WHAT EXTENT ARE LABOR- MARKET NEEDSASSESSMENT DATA
RELATED TO INSTRUCTION AND CURRICULUM? C.

Insauctienal removes an meted a repetition of Hedges far omeloyeaset to secumes*02 of Mph Hhelleerhet meek
I. me a)

2 Students we informed annually about labor-markat Aside ie is octwietion(s) forWWI they are Prepare.,.
2. em

3 Guidance & placement staff ime newbewseirnent theta le Identify employees with pease Wm outlet nods. _ 1 seer

D FIVE YEAR AND ANNUAL PLANS HAVE MEN PREPARED THAT INCLUDES EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
0.

2 Annual Von km beta lammed dud eamenstratas application of evelemien remelt lb ether lefermeten In modifying Owe.
1 Fag reef plan has been Meteired Met demonstrates ebtlenthe lemmagodsend magma ectivitift

3 Vecationsl program a in area of vocational needs ef ettolonta.

a Fes yaw and annual piano Imall been /rallied in ceopmehea with grepratery, rime. seal panache! scheelt.
4 Imo L'

I= 4)
S. Five yew and annual Vans have bean approved by teal whew/ mod for vocmierel edwation.

Program hr been coordmatoef wills ma Wont WM& of CETA Iffeenfol
iL ow
7. ow X)

7 Program a operating in compliance with intent hipaletson, rules, regehtlem Slam policy.

1, rah plant include budget that demonstrate appropriate um of fonds metro roquaronsonts of films benlaten
l ea £

E. T' WHAT EXTENT IS PROGRAM OPERATION CONSISTENT WITH PROGRAM'S
PROPOSAL IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AREAS? E.

slumber of students served.
I am 1

2 RUMOR of instructon employed.
2 um I-

3 Program time cycle
I me

S Itemized fleerMint Mengel-
I my if
4. um

L' .7;4 Number of students placed in occupations or further ethicetiee.

I Annual program evaluation-
g. CL' CD

F WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING SOURCES OF INFORMATION ARE USED FOR
ESTIMATING LABOR MARKET NEEDS? (MARK ALL THAT APPLY) E. MARK ALL !LIA! APPLY

1. Local MICANCM advisory or craft committee members.
1 ea ,a3

2 Frional contact with local employers.
2 ewe I-

3 Maryland's Stara Department of Vocanone T annul Eduction.
3. leer :L

4 Telephone sunny of selected local entOloylITS.
4 in -r

5 Mail survey of telected local employers.
S. am

C Maryland's Seta Employment Services Agency
too

7 SINS Adv isory Count( r el Vocational Ed1/1111900.
1 NV

1 State Occupational Information Coordinating Committee.
I. Imo

Women's Bureau
5. le

10 U $ Depertment of Labor
10 ow

it Eau., Employment Opportunity Officers
II ;me

MAP:CONE

I DOES THE VICATIONAL PROGRAM PROVIDE OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION
FOR ENTRY -LEVEL EMPLOVIADiff IMMO ON CUMIN! LAMIN MARKET mr1011 (MARK ONE) 0

1 Vocational program it In an ern of high labor market needs.
I awe CD

1

voiVocational ',foram m an area of modest labor merle* needs
2 ow

3 Vocational popcorn re in en arm of low tabor market needs.
3 (1)

LEA:
SCHOOL.
PF:06 RAM 9
= 0 0 .-=' 0 CD 0 CD CC

CD 0 0 CD 0 CD O
7. -_`. 0 0 0 0.) CD 0 CD O
C.' CC' CD 000 0 0 CD

_D C - C-.7. '.77: .-D 0 CD O
-_- --- ,-__, --D _-_- CD 0 O
-D 0 0 =L. .0 C
._..) :..- _7. ..7_.' c__-:, CD

-:. = 0 0 --D O CD 00 0
a) Please Mark Here

and
.,' I

44)b) Record Your Number 0 :
e-'' AbO OA*Regions./ Here

lk
4 irir irs*AO

A' MA a' I4..
14- «I' - 4. si r

_1. Lea CD CD cID

2. ma .D CD ID CC

PLEASE MARK
THE oT WHICH
BEST OESCRIOIT
YOUR POSITION

CD CD a) 0 Sekolost

CC CD CD (=I Teach.,

a CD C.1)

CC CD JD Pttecopot

CD Cr) CID 0 Vise hoolees
CD CD Z

CD CD 0 Gamer...
Coumelef

2 CD CD C Con* Once

Cr OWr cD
CommOVINP

1.. C r.
CL CCa) Oa«

CT; a;
CD co CG
-12 a;

CT)

CJv

r THIS FORM IS
BEING COMPLETEDa.: BY

-I

r.

- Lyre
PVIOneN

V tlyl.A.
Tsars
011,10,/

68
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MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT Of EDUCATION

VOCATIONALTICHNICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMEVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PRO,.
RAM FACILITIES AND I OUtfre -AT

The purpose of the ffialbenfornire is to /ether information about the

quality of a vocational education propam's facilities and equipment

The info/meow win help vocational educators improve their pro

The results of this question/4.re vr.11 be used to evaluate

program facillt,ss and equipment, not individuals

LEA
SCHOOL
PROGRAM

TO ANSWER THE ITEMS: Neat rateft:atilt/ your

vocational technical program using the following scale

10
LEA
SCHOOL
PROGRAM

Iwo CI` 0
wet

3. SATISFACTORY the
meets the specified statement a.

2. SOME IMPROVEMENT NEEDED the program moots pan of the Hmelbed ruhrmont

1. MAJOR IMPROVEMENT N:ECIED the drogram doss not Melt tt ,107Ciltat Itatern.nt

0 NOT APPROPRIATE the
specamo natement is not applicable to tors program _

eel

NOTE Sono items may requrre a clonartnt response, please mark as 4ProPrieto

PLEASE USE A PENCIL ONLY NO INK.
DARKEN Response Area CompSetely,and

Completely Erase Ince/nen Meows.

to

iwt

RECOPO YOUR RESPONSE ?MIME.
al Plisse Mark Here

and

10
O 0 GB0 0 0. 6111

0 0
Cr) CD 0

1 .7;
.=
72

LAST
c !AST

of !Word Your Number
I' i ,4

NAME OF PERSON/ nO COMPUTED THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
Response, Hers / 1

A. NOW ADEQUATE ARE THE
SAFETY ASPECTS OF THE PROGRAM'

FACILITIES. TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT?

I. Safely pards, werwxy cut-en maim and ether adety Imbe JIM few, an WI wades eNadonsat.

2. Safety Wasik www, iotuleted 0w. eel st/w tanawkwiety dfffaffan 'Mae wMAN M HMI And HYMAN

3. Eawyeart exits end waNdares ha :intestacy nitivi ere mil surtsil sad Olfrafteellt led ad motets. including handicapped

4. foe nbnpldren sad mkt Way Nownwat an well ensiisl, scatalbfe and NNW* for terierpocy fire control

S. Were eleipoort le *Awl to motet moisctioo.

I. Sas amp fee tstplies and equipastil a worlds*

7. Inwinttry IN al federally pwc?iiif
astwasat, NNW sad eamariels M anentand evetlsole

S. liwasesat pardissed teipl NON leads N Idsatilltd sad matt

S. NOW ADEQUATE ARE THE VOCATIONAL
FACILITIES FOR ACHIEVING PROS RAM OlUECTIVES?

1. VI morel baths hews vidlicons nuwewof wort Wheat for all etodeou sosoIhml.

2 Yerohertel holden are attemble by students with spec* raids (hsaditsree4).

3. Ashman mace d preineed Ha relit ionrOtteeo and lotIoNo4001 MON.

4. Acoustics. veetitetionall.latirramation vsadequate for mummy student looming and health

3. Lambert end wrimpetent el wallow' Rohm de net body enrelleseet by bask teak and Merle Rodent; Mbar,

laveratoTy end wilt-up 3Cilubitt are provided for betas nolo and female,.

C. NG?' ADE OVATE ARE THE PROGRAMS TOOLS, MATERIALS. AND SUPPLIES?

I. Sufficient sone it 1PrOtION ler cenvement, were and We map elall took lamb% eqUipalat, ripples and materials

2. Taal, and equipment an in peed wirtlel condition.

E4w1m141.14101. 011! .4 474 nitildies We consistent with oregnin okortivse.

4 Ellingiment. twH,ram.. WP011.11 are smiler to 'Si.. Mend in occupations ter which otudents ens being moved

A.

.1 4,14-

cr

.E

.3

t.

z

T_

.00e
cu
Cff3

Cr

aL

-I:

r

2. MIDLID

3. riet 1. LEASE MAR,
THE ITEA IddiC4
/EST °EV:MIFFS
YOUR TIOri

Swam,

varcsra

_17 ON,...ral

P,tncip.1

GuAMr
COcn 4004

Cent, ,1 Oo ,

- C nm in

Oi.re

-
. es -1)
s. s-
L am- _E
7

L
ma

NO

1 Ti
e s 1,

S. err ID
4 are

S. von .1-)

Nei

C. um

1 we 1
2.-
& mei
4 use -1

Q. ARE TOOLS, EOVI fMENT, MATERIALSANDSUPPLIE SAVAILAILEINSUFF
iCIENT QUANTITY TO INSURE ACCOMPLISHMENT Of PROGRAh101UICTIVES? O.

1. Teets ere redeble en sufficient quentity

I am 1)

`37

THIS FORM IS
BEING CCItETF7
iv

. Loch
re,to..61

%/ma Au 0'
T.on,

2 Equipment it evedebly it sufficient gummy.

2 ow

3. Material and sipplim are available in sufficient grannie

Imp r

S. WHAT 1S THE TOTAL N WARR OF
WORK STATIONS IN TN! FACILITY?

E.

NVRER Or
WORK STATIONS

Member if '.fort Stump

ma

ma

-I.)
)

7.3

.17 I

I'
ao
ma

CT" j

'1.3

Ti.

cr)

I

Iwo

ma IT

I
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MARYLAND STA1T OPARIWINT Of EDUCATION

VOCATIONAL4ICHNICAL EDUCATION MOOR* EVALUATION OUESTIONMIAIRE

VOCATIONAL STUDENT ORCANIZATION

The purpose of this questionnaire is to other information about
vocation' student orspnizations Met mists to s specific notational
PrOVVII ono. The results will aid in intertwine the student orosnisei

von(*) as an Integral pot of the vocational swarm Only ampler
dire ouestionnowe of a student orportisation b anociated with the
voattsonsl Prollfel01.

LEA:
SCHOOL:
PROGRAM:

TO ANSWER THE ITEMS; Plush rate frankly your

1 1
LEA
SCHOOL
PROGRAM

mil cp CI, CD .= c..>
sucetkonet.toltnicelPrOrarnueind ftTe SIONINfinl =lc oraj-7.) = cD CD

3. SATISFACTORY: the worm nets the pedfied statement.
NI D r D = 0 D D
ant 2. c..=. .= c-__.-^ = o=

2. SOME IMPROVEMENT NEEDED: de program neat part of 11"17"1"fisd sates ".7..- ___` 0 CD
I. MAJOR IMPROVEMENT NEEDED: the program dm not most the *WNW naternent. : -, --", =
O. NOT APPROPRIATE: Ow specified statement is not applicable es this program.

NOTE: Some hams moo requite a different rearm. Owe mart as approproate. ow :_-_, --L-- ....-_- =-2.- -..--.

we :_
PLEASE USE A PEN,'" ONLY, NO INK.
DARKEN Flospows Ares tonterhtehi amt
Complevir Erase Incorrect Al woes

LAST FIRST
NAME OF PERSON WHO COMPLETED THIS QUESTIONNAIRE

A. MANE OF THE VOCATIONAL STUDENT 0 NIANIZATION AND NUMBER OF STUDENTS PARTICNAT NIS.

RECORD YOUR RESPONSE TWICE.
0 Neese Mack Hare

and
1st Rooted Your Number

Response Here

A.

VOCATIONAL
STUDENT

ORGANIZATION

1. Ellembethe Educates Der of Amato.
1 ro I OECA

2. Fenn Swims Laedsn ofAawka
2. me F1LA

Fero Frew el Awoke.
3. ow 3. F FA

4. Suture Hessians al Anode.
4. wi 4 FHA

I Vender' industrial Clubs .4
S an S. VICA

S Office Educsoen Arecetiose.
S ma 0 EA

7 Heel* Ottupstme Students If Arerita.
7 see

sun

sae

woe

7 ROSA

fp

1 1

YIN, N
IZAION

CO 'O CID CD
CC S (..r CT.

CD CD CD
%

a.:
CL r

a- CD a. M'
-_r I.

OC

:ot? d

I. WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS SF 1NE VOCATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATION?
;err

I 4,.te and olownwe of shohmet ammistion hoe has reliant
2. Nome and erseedume how bean drawl sad implwamed Ia leirdse ad errsof erpalaetee's MIL et

UNIP .1)

2. ow a
.

a.;
r
a.:

'I. IS Yu .s
fORMIE,NG
COUYLETED ev

3. eon I
Dosowtions at affirm' roles and naperaibilidss hew hem PlowIL

THE CO^CY',..TCO
01 TH1 SYL r

4, we
4. A scholar of eM inertia% 111 Whiffe boo as premed.
S. Minoan of the oneebnp Nos Men ilreePlit

-1_

_
DAcwouncois,

ma 1

II Student nmonhatiered activities are misted Is mad poi and sheast(vi-
I ow YES 7_7.

7 Mentherihm le student wimustin I robber a to es, man ad treed and is wee le elf dip@le HIM4M4
7 sus I NO

C. TO WHAT EXTENT IS THE STUDENT ORGANIZATION AN 'WES NAL PANT OF 711E VOCATIONAL PROGNANT C.

I. Reprownomns of student reentatlea to gespetioll Owe deadeponen1at 11/11111101 eroding and discipliner,/ polado. I rib r C TIC

2 Georesenooves of styling ommostion are ceesetted reprdiv Aeneas I Na wortional pmetwe's aniesoloo.

3. One or nom ludiflool oft raembers hi tie Wert mestreal rerun were a eider a die storm orimizedoe.

2 ow
_/

1. H.S r CP ,
dcis4G CO..
9Yt

D. 00E5 THE INSTITUTIONS ADAUNISTOIATION StOPPORTTNI STUDENT ORGANIZATION?

Agesests Iegilitses, personnel, time and idles rewartes we provided to MAW orgoursodea.

D.

I ow ; t

Sthesiubm, Mows students a portinests In forpsnlatierel Whit. as an bowers! penof Me erserso.
2. as I

3 Administration end toff we mad, ewe of the orpnintien's ark and obiennom

^
1 On I

4. TN trudont werionnian femme on tecwitubr porjranst admit then cafe conitarier acenetle.
4. aile a...)

s,

Tow

E. THE FOLLOW'', IS A LIST OF PURPOSES OF VOCATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATION& (MARK YES on NOS. L YES NO

Rovoittng students .nto manhole' elecelen program
1 ores

2. ecluationst ii - u for deploy It temendoes. cornnerity won, ea.
2. NM 1: 'I-
I

3 Dittmar/el pontruP OmPIOlfori
i 1

4, *Intim% vegationa vecolitiee. 'swiftness% end loole.
4 iwn r'.-r-

S NO11911 tort rims an
5

._C

S heading tvtonol ind monodist webs to ontionts who need 'paid owistaneL

_ _
11. me ,IL: 3
1

7 Representing opinions of vocational studied' us ednitnisettoon ad instruetionst 'toff.
/

Prowitno Nositonco to commocay openclee.
I. two -1

II Developing students' slidiry to communicate effecervely with peren,: .altdes.
I mit I

.1-
I

ID. Provide, students rib en *PIXIMINITY to TtIVNY PATI101:401 ht dernwric peceres. I:
C.X) I V

11 Providing students with on esmortenity n Mode, *Mho ANIL
I I17 1. 'I
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MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

VOCATIONALTECHNICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

rugmwrr VIEWS of THE INSTITUTIONS

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

The wpm* of this questionnaire is to team more about Pm
vocational education grogram in which you ma currenttY stwoned.
Such information will 'nab!' your institution to understand ar.d

improve the program The questionnaire is not test It will not be
used to evaluate 'Wiwi:lush Please do not sign your neme or identify

yourself in sny way

PLEASE USE A PENcit. ONLY NO INK
DARKEN Reasons. Area Completely. and
Completely Erna incorrect Answers

LEA:
SCHOOL.
PROGRAM

TO ANSWER THE ITEMS: Please tete frankly your
vocetionaltechnical programming the following emu.

LEA

12 SPCHOOL

ROGRAM

C.= D

=
4. STRONGLY AGREE: mount you completely agree with the statement

3. AGREE: means you agree with most of the statement.

2. DISAGREE: means you DO NOT warm with most of the statement.

1. STRONGLY DISAGREE means you DO NOT epee with the statement at ea

NOTE Some items may mouses different response. please mark as appropriate

PLEASE FIRST COMPLETE ITEMS X, Y end Z

which permin to am. rem and grade dien.--m, RECORD YOUR RESPONSE TWICE.
a) noose Mark Here

end
b) Record Your

Response Here

A. THE FOLLOWERS IS A SERIES OF STATEMENTS THAT DESCRIBE INSTRUCTION. INDICATE NOW STRONGLY YOU AGREE/II/SAONE/.

I. in wend. the innnichea I have reetived is Metal It tlha accemtien ler which I am peewee*

2. Thera la geed balansa Getswen deaweers end heads on wee

7. Asignmoota en mad' dm.
4 Tem end other sukeinetlere we nested te the etareetim ter *nth I 222 Flowing.

S. I ondsrand *An Ism esplood to Mem 'rem the worm.
& I assild like te take snotty, WW1, Imo this ingnrefer.
7. iretrectimel =twills we related to Me emtroslee fee which I ea preparing.

The instromm mos Mersin wires te present the proereml utsut.
The ketnater presides students with mmiel help when it Is needed.

It tivIssila btu to way In Wm Sto Plerva 11 WNW.
0. PLEASE INDICATE-HOW STRONGLY YOU

AGREE/DISAGREE WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS OLICRISUIS
PRO 4RAWS FACILITIES, TOOLS. ETC.

I tasty guards, ermirpnty cut-eff swittlies sad ether nfety Ova erehued en dl ellerming emilermnt

2. Safety gem, apron, insulted Pews and ether safety Wow an presided te M stvismtt.

3. Emergency wits ere mil marked and cemenism fee atstelisnis

4 Fire entirquirews and Wet slaty mviernwrI re INN wiled, feldall ICONS64. for wrowpracy itustiens

S Eire* specs is previdad far grove instnrebee and Independent study

L Tools aA 'ointment we in geed wads, canditme.
7. Tools and sentiment in the propern we OM the *own in eve twenrson's tort &Wu wad other inerectienat meteriert.

S. Program fee:Wm are wen Gg nsd and ewmlet d.
I Students we wended mummies about the We 220 el !OW aM OVIVIVIW

C. HOW WOULD YOU RATE YOUR INSTITUTIONS
GUIDANCE, COUNSELING AND PLACEMENT SERVICES IN THESE AREAS?

1. &Pectins vnaitiond procatT4

L latarwstiti tot scores
Pkoong Menu nt elbs shw 'Woman
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MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION

P. O. BOX 8711 SALTO WASH INTERNATIONAL A:RPORT BALTIMCRE, MD. 21240

EMPLOYER FOLLC'N-UP QUESTIONNAIRE

I
Dear Fellow Employer:

69

EMPLOYEE NAME

SUPERVISOR NAME

As you attempt to increase production and improve the quality of your

products, I too am attempting to improve upon the skills and attitudes

of the graduates from our vocational programs. To assist me in this

effort, I need you, an employer of our graduates, to tell me how well

the graduates are performing on the job.

Your responses to the following questions will be analyzed and used

both at the State and local levels to improve programs of vocational-

technical education.

I wish you .nd your company success and hope that together we can help

to develop productive citizens in Maryland.

Sincerely,

David W. Hornbeck
State Superintendent of Schools

PLEASE ANSWER EACH APPROPRIATE QUESTION AND RETURN THE COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE fN THE PRE-ADDRESSED

ANDPOSTAGEPA1DENVELOPEPROVIDED

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

PLEASE INDICATE PRESENT JOB TITLE OF EMPLOYEE

A. COMPARED TO THE TYPICAL ENTERING EMPLOYEE, HOW QUALIFIED WAS THIS STUDENT IN THE FOLLOWING

AREAS AT THE TIME OF EMPLOYMENT?

Exceeded Job
Requirements

5

1. Ability to use tools and equipment 0
2. Knowledge of Job duties 0
3. Technical Job informabon possessed 0
4. Productivity C]
6. Accuracy and quality of work

6 Safe work practices 0

Exceeded Job
Requirements
in Some Areas

Met Minimum
Job

iusquirements

Did Not Meet
Some Job

RIOCIUff *mints

Did Not Moot
Any Job

Requirements

4 3 2 1

s" 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0

B. COMPARED Trj THE TYPICAL ENTERING EMPLOYEE. HOW QUICKLY DID THIS STUDENT LEARN NEW JOB SKILLS?

Learned Rapidly
with

Litho Instruction
5

Hequires Less
Than Average

Instruction
4

Requires Averse)*
Amount

of Instruction
3

Acquires Nev
Skills Slowly

2

Unable to
Acquire: new

JohSkiIts
1

1. Ability to use tools and a- isprnent 0 0 0 EI 0
2. Knowledge of lot duties 0 0 0
3. Technical Job information possessed 0 0 0 0 0
4. Productivity 0 0 0 D L]

5. Accuracy and quality of work 0
6. Safe work "...acmes 0 0 0 0 0

PLEASE COMPLETE ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE.

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
()....

0
oo

0
02)



CONTINUATION OF EMPLOYER FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE
70

C CCAPARED TO THE TYPICAL ENTERING EMPLOYEE, HOW PREPARED WAS THIS STUOENT FOR NONTECHNICAL JOB SKILLS?

1. Attendance and punctuality

2 Ability to get along with fellow workers

3 Ability to get eking with supervisors

4 Ability to complete assignments on time

5. Ability to complete assignments with minimal supervision

6. Abi,,ty to adapt to new lob situations

exceeded Job
Exceeded Job Hequirements
Requirements in Some Areas

5 4

O OVERALL, HOW WELL PRE0AREO WAS THIS VOCATIONAluEOUCATION STUOENT7
1. Exceptionally well prepared; education closely matched entrylob requirements

2. Well prepared, education covered most entrytob requirements, but missed some

3. Poorly prepared; education did not cover most entry fob requirements

Met Maximum Old Not Meet Old Not Meet
Job Some Job Any Job

Requirements Requirements Pequirements
2 13

0

E BASED UPON YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH THIS ANO/OR OTHER VOCATIONAL GRADUATES,
ys§ 114

1. Would you consider employing additional vocational eduaition graduates? 0
2 Would you recommend that other employers hire vocational education graduates?

F HOW KNOWLEDGEABLE ARE YOU ABOUT THE VOCATIONAL tOUCATION PROGRAM THAT YOUR EMPLOYEE

(FORMER VOCATIONAL EOUCATION STUOENT) COMPLETE07

0
0
0
0

Very Knowledgeable Know a Great Deal Somewhat Limited Knowledge Know Nothing
about the Program about the Program Knowledgeable about the Program about the Program

5 4 3 2 1

0



Appendix B Survey Instruments for Study II

MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
NO WEST bALTIMORE STREET
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201

WORKER OPINION SURVEY

71

DAVID W HORNBECK
1,,1 Su.f W14,11140( na

Hello. We need your opinions to help us find out what Lind of job
training works best for what kind of person. Please put a %/ in front of
the answer you choose or, if necessary, write out your answer. Your answers
will be completely private and confidential. We just want your honest
opinions so we can help other people like yourself.

1. How are you feeling today: great average terrible

2. If you could have au_ job, what job would it be?

3. What is your present job?

4. What kind of education and training have you had? Check all that apply to you.

Grade school Apprenticeship program Othe,- (Describe)

High School CETA program

Vocational School Industrial Training program

College Co-op program

5. How satisfied were you with your most recent training program?

Very Happy Happy Not Real Happy Very Unhappy

6. Would you ever go back to this program for more training?

Yes, definitely Maybe Probably not No way

7. Look at the six activities below.
',lace a "3" next to the ones you enjoy doing, a "2" next to the ones you
don't care about, and a "1" next to those you don't like to do.

Operating Machines

Doing Science

Creating Alt

Helping People

Being in Charge

Being Organized

*

8. What does your father do for a living?

*
9. What does your mother do?

10. How old are you'

OVER
*If either parent is deceased or retired, wr.te in former job. If either parent

has held several jobs, put down job held longest.



2

11. I am male female.

12. I an Black Spanish Asian White Other.

13. As a child, how much did you like school?

A lot Some Not much Not at all

14. How often did you get into trouble when you were growing up?

All the time Sometimes Not much

72

Not at all

15. Do you have any special problems or handicaps? Yes No

If so, what?

16. Is there anything else you would like to say about yourself or your job

training that might help us?

17. Your name:

Thank you very much for your help.

Date:



MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

200 WEST BALTIMORE STREET
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201

SUPERVISOR RATING FORM

Dear Supervisor:

73

DAVID W HORNBECK
STATE 1UEPI.TETEA1()ENT

The information you give us on this form fill help us determine what

kind of person benefits most from what kind of job training program. We

greatly appreciate your help in this project.

Supervisor Name:

Trainee Name:

Program Name:

A. Compared to the typical trainee how qualified is this trainee in

knowledge of job duties?

Exceeded Job
Requirements

5

B. Compared to the

job skills?

Learned Rapidly
with

Little Instruction

E xcoedec1 Job Met Minimum
Requirements Job
in Some Areas Requirements

4 3

0 0

Did Not Meet
Some Job

Requirements
2

Did Not Meet
Any Job

Requirements
1

0
typical trainee, how quickly does this trainee learn new

Requires his
Than Average

Instruction

Requires Average
Amount

o; Instruction
Acquires New
Skills Slowly

Unable to
Acquire new
Job Skills

5 4 3 2 1

0 0 0
C. Compared to the typical trainee, how would you rate this trainee's work

attitude, attendance, and dependability?

Exceeded Job Met Meximum Did Not Meet Did Not Meet

Exceeded Job Requirements Job Sonse Job Any Job

Requirements io Some Areas Requirements Requirements Requirements

5 4 3 2 1

D. Compared to the typical trainee, how would you rate this trainee's

ability to get along with other people?

Exceeded Job
Requirements

Exceeded Job
Requirements
in Some Areas

Mot Maximum
Job

Requirements

Did Not Meet
Some Job

Requirements

Did Not Meet
Any Job

Requirements

5 4 3 2 1

0 0 0
E. Overall, how well prepared for woe. is this trainee?

3 Exceptionally well prepared; education closely matches entry-Job

requirements

2 0 Well prepared; education covers most entry-iob requirements, but

mibses some

1
1-,] Poorly prepares;; education does not cover most en,ry-job requirements
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